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The income from each cycle less the expenditure for each cycle leaves a balance. This balance, be it a surplus or a
deficit, accumulates cycle by cycle to become the accumulated reserve.
The precise figures are presented in that table below.
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I hope this makes some things clearer, and that I have edited Simon’s very full report to bring you the most relevant and
important information.
Robyn Bett
Secretary, International Playback Theatre Network
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Although I have been immersed
in learning how to bring social
change and playback theatre
together for the past 9 years, I am
not sure at all how to write about it.
For me, the question of how I can
become a more effective agent of
change is a life question, and is still
very much a process I am in. I am
grateful for the playback leaders
who have shared their thinking and
vision, especially Jo Salas, Bev
Hosking, John L Johnson,
Jonathan Fox, and my co-director
and dear friend, Pamela Freeman.
And for all of you asking similar
questions, and for all the
inspiration I have received from
your work. I am also deeply grateful
for all the teachers and leaders
outside of the playback community,
who are too numerous to name but
whose work has made a life
changing impact on me.
So where do I start? As is so often the case with playback
theatre, I will begin with a question:What is social change?
I could begin by talking about power differentials, and
individual, group and system levels of oppression. Or about
how social change involves changing both beliefs and
systems, so that access to resources is more just. That could
be a valuable discussion, but for now I will start in another
way. I have found the way environmental activist Joanna
Macy frames social change very helpful in understanding
the role playback theatre can play in social change work. In
her book “Coming Back To Life”, she describes the threefold
path of social change, in which there are three dimensions
of social change that must happen simultaneously. The first
is holding actions, which includes direct action campaigns
and other actions activists take to slow the destruction
inherent in the current global social/political/economic
system (which she refers to as an empire). Holding actions
are critical but not enough. We can’t just stop the current
empire; we need to build alternative structures. We need to
develop new ways of governing ourselves, new education and
health care systems, new fuel sources, new ways of growing
food, etc. We also need to make a shift in consciousness, so
that we don’t just remake the old in a “new” way. We need

these new structures and systems to
reflect a different paradigm, one that
truly honors all life (not just human
life) and values sustainability over
unchecked growth. A worldview that
places humans in relationship with
all beings and the living earth,
instead of “lord and master”.
Within this frame, I see lots of
possibilities for how playback theatre
can be a vehicle for social change.
Playback theatre can be used to help
sustain activists who are engaged in
holding actions, and can be a
practice for learning essential skills
like deep listening, collaboration,
and spontaneous action. The sharing
of stories helps people move from
their heads to their hearts, and can
help contribute to coalition building
by breaking down barriers. Playback
theatre is in itself an alternative
structure, and can be used to build
community and help multiple voices
to be heard in the visioning of a new world. The fundamentals
of playback theatre are aligned with a worldview that honors
diversity and all life, and is inherently inclusive and
generative. I know I have had the experience of healing and
transformation within my playback work – both as an actor /
player and as a teller. Although difficult to measure, I can
look back over my life and see that my consciousness has
indeed shifted, and playback theatre has played a part in
that.
I have a few examples from the work I/we have been doing
in Philadelphia that seem to be working. I will then share
some thoughts about how the additional training we have
found helpful in preparing for playback theatre in situations
in which we are inviting strong social themes and conflict.
Case One: Waging Peace
It was a weekend gathering of activists, convened by
Training for Change (TFC), a social justice training
organization in Philadelphia, and I was one of the facilitators.
There were about 200 activists in the room, and the United
States had just invaded Iraq. The focus on the training was
to strategize, and to provide tools and hope in the face of
what looked like a major set back. After a day and a half of
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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR:

This is my last Interplay.
I started in September 2001
with stories flooding in about
playback following 9/11 and
a remarkable article from
Maria Elena Garavelli
detailing playback theatre
with families of those who
had disappeared in the
Argentinean dictatorship. I
finish with an article about
playback and social change
from Sarah Halley and by
way of illustration: the
remarkable story of Chosen
Power. In between you will
find accounts of work (in a
record number of language)
that demonstrate the breadth
of thinking and practice in
playback theatre.
It has between a great
pleasure to communicate
with playback practitioners
from throughout the world
and I am grateful for all the
excellent writing that has
come whizzing into my intray. But all good things come
to an end and now I feel it is
time for someone else to
bring new ideas to Interplay.
This newsletter is one of the
only ways that the worldwide
community of playback
practitioners can share their
work with each other and I
look forward to seeing how
the next editor will take
Interplay forward. They will
need your support: like all
jobs of this kind they can be
lonely and tiring sometimes.
Let me send you my best
wishes then, dear reader.
Keep talking to each other!
Nick
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A Note from the IPTN President,

IPTN : Financial Report for the Period 1993-2003

Dear Friends,

Simon Gurnsey of Christchurch Playback Theatre Company prepared a financial report for the first ten years of the
IPTN. This report was presented to the Board at the meeting in Shizuoka, Japan in September 2003.

I write you all from Philadelphia, where I have just returned from teaching at the School
of Playback Theatre in NY. Every time I have the privilege of attending an international
gathering of playback practitioners I grow even more grateful to be connected to this
community. On the one hand it seems totally natural to come together from so many
countries, cultures, ages, experiences to do this work together. On the other hand I am
more and more amazed at how unusual it is. As I ponder what the “real world” is, see a
collage of imagines of our global community, a patchwork quilt of stories, deep sharing,
ferocious play, honest dialogue, singing, music, and dancing. I know I sometimes take
this form of theatre and the community that has grown in and through it for granted. I also
sometimes take the trees for granted, and the fact that I have enough to eat. And like
good food and the trees sustain me, so does playback theatre.

The IPTN accounts are reported on in a 2 yearly cycle to match membership renewals. Since this report was done we
have completed another cycle, the 2003-2005 membership cycle. Figures from this most recent cycle are still being
finalised. All figures are converted to US$ to enable comparisons. Membership Secretaries for different regions keep
track of the income from their region and manage their regions’ back account. For those members from a region that
does not have a Membership Secretary, this task is carried out by the Membership Co-ordinator, currently Janet Tan
from Hong Kong. Money is transferred between accounts as needed. For example, Interplay is currently printed and
mailed from India, coordinated by Board Member Christi Samy, and money is transferred from all regions for this
purpose. Membership Secretaries report to the IPTN Treasurer, currently Marianne Tobler of Switzerland, who reports
to the IPTN Board at the end of each cycle.
This report contains information on income, expenditure, and the balance of monies held by the IPTN. Our goal is to
present the financial report to the membership in Interplay, following its presentation to the Board each two yearly cycle.

I hope you enjoy this edition of Interplay. Thanks to everyone who contributed to this
edition, and to all of you for the many threads you bring to our collective.
INCOME
With love,
Sarah
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
work, we decided to do some playback theatre. We wanted to use stories to teach about
three types of non-violent direct action, and so we asked 3 tellers on a break if they would
think of a story to tell, about a particular type of non-violent Cdirect action. I was the
conductor and we had no designated actors. There were 2 or 3 other people in the room
who had previously taken a playback theatre class with me, so we did do a few fluids and
pairs to warm the group up. We then moved on to the stories.
The first story was told by a young person about how he helped to organize a sit-in at
city hall to protest a proposed corporate takeover of the public schools. As he told his
story, I asked for volunteers from the audience to come up and play the various roles
(students, police, city officials, the mayor, superintendent of schools, bystanders, etc). By
the time the telling was finished we had close to 40 people on “stage”. I gave the performers
some direction to help shape the enactment, and then (after a deep breath) said, “let’s
watch”. The enactment was a bit chaotic as you might imagine, but it unleashed a tremendous
amount of energy in the room. The younger activists, who often feel on the margins, felt
heard and seen, and the older activists felt more hopeful seeing the younger generation in
action.
The second story was told by an older activist, about a healing ritual that was created by
her community after a transgendered woman of color was found dead. Although it was
never confirmed, the evidence suggested that she was beaten by police and left to die, and
the community was still grappling with the tragedy and how to respond. Again, I invited
volunteers from the audience to come and play roles as needed. This was a smaller cast
(maybe 18 players) and they brought to life the healing ritual described by the teller. They
did not get all the details correct but they did create, in the moment, a relevant healing
ritual for the people in the room. Again, it moved a lot of energy, as many of the activists
in the room let themselves feel the grief and rage brought up by the event.
Days after the training I got a call from someone who had been there, who told me the
playback work had restored hope in her. I was profoundly moved by how much the
community of activists present needed time to celebrate their victories and tend to their
inner work, and how unusual it was for them to take the time for just that. In the activist
culture in Philadelphia (and I thinks in other places as well) there is so much urgency and
need for direct action that activists struggle to take care of themselves, and end up burning
out. So perhaps there is something playback theatre can offer activists, not to do the work
directly, but to provide a healing container for activists to “recharge their batteries”.

There were four sources of IPTN income in the period 1993-2003, membership fees (93%), donations (3%), bank
interest(1%), and currency fluctuations in our favour (3%).
Income has increased in each cycle since 1993 because of increased membership. Fees have not increased over the
period. IPTN has different membership fees for members from different regions, attempting to match the value of IPTN
membership to per capita income. See http://www.playbacknet.org/iptn/index.htm for a list of different membership fees
for different regions. The total income for different regions is affected by the different levels of membership fees, rates of
exchange, as well as the number of members in that region.
IPTN Income and Expenditure 1993-2003
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EXPENDITURE
A breakdown of expenses for the 10 years to 2003 shows half of all money spent has been for the production in Interplay
(48%). Expenses for Interplay increased over this period and in the 01-03 period accounted for 70% of expenditure.
Web expenses increased over the first ten years of IPTN as the web has become a more important way of publishing
information. During the same period the expenditure on postage decreased.
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
The UK & Ireland Playback Theatre Gathering
October 20 – 22 2006
Report by Brian Tasker with Liz Harris, Sinead Moloney and Vivienne Soan
At the European Playback Theatre Gathering in Longiano Italy
this summer, someone posed the question “What are these gatherings for?” My immediate response was simple: to bring likeminded people together to be spontaneous with each other
and to cross-pollinate ideas and approaches to Playback theatre – a window into what others do. Following on from my
involvement with organising the UK & Ireland gathering in 2004,
I leapt at the opportunity to organise this year’s gathering with
the support of Veronica Needa. I soon found a suitable venue in
Ludlow Shropshire on the Welsh borders about an hour from
Birmingham and put out the invitation. However, working with
people whose primary value is spontaneity, booking for an event
six months in advance doesn’t seem to be particularly urgent.
But enough people had shown an interest to nurture the seed
and eventually after what seemed to be a very long in-breath,
thirty people eventually converged on Ludlow for a weekend of
playback and the bonhomie of being together. Companies and
individuals attended from Dublin, Plymouth, Totnes, Somerset,
Liverpool, South Wales, London and from Bristol, the Black Women’s Playback Theatre Company, Breathing Fire that was established following the UK & Ireland gathering in 2004.
One problem of organising an event like this is that spontaneity
has to be balanced with planning. My anxiety prior to the gathering was to ask myself how will the weekend go? When I put
that question to the Book of Answers (by Carol Bolt), just before setting off on the journey to Ludlow, the answer was “It
won’t go according to plan.” Having just doubled my anxiety
level, my next question was naturally, “What should I do?” To
which I received the answer “Gentle persistence will get you
there.” Those questions and answers reinforced the importance
of the structure and ritual as a safe container for unpredictability
and to being open to improvising within that. The key thing
being to trust the collective energy of those taking part in the
weekend – that the group will make it happen – an elementary
truth that I was initially too preoccupied to remember. For my
part, the opening and closing rituals that I led were perhaps a
little rough around the edges and had me adapting what I’d
planned as I went along - a valuable learning curve for me and
I remain grateful for the group acceptance that made that process possible. The Saturday workshops of re-visiting the fundamentals of playback with Amanda Brown and Alison Fairlove of
Playback South West; Improvising music for non-musicians with
Vivienne Soan; Playback without words with Naomi Phelan and
Rose Thorn of Bristol Playback Theatre Company and Veronica
Needa continuing on from Longiano with the challenge of Multi-lingual playback both served to ground us and amplify why
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we had come together. Saturday night’s performance had a
near-perfect arc that began with the theme of our journeys to
Ludlow and took us back to 1970s spiritual quests in India and
rock festivals before bringing us back to Ludlow again, followed
by a dance session that went on until 2am. What a night!
Sunday morning was left open to allow space for what the group
needed to emerge and after our whole-group meeting, we split
into two groups. I joined the group led by Veronica Needa that
began with the challenge of giving appropriate feedback Veronica’s Longiano form (where actors take turns to tell the story in
different languages) was helpful in this respect and we considered among other things, the risk of limiting our response to the
stereotypes evoked by the actor’s language and related manner
of expression and what exactly it was that made us laugh by
hearing and seeing the story told in a language other than our
own. That led us to consider the subtleties of racism and what
questions the conductor might use to empower the teller. Some
honest and compelling conversations were initiated that can be
continued at another time and place.
The participants in the other workshop led by Sinead Moloney
initially raised complex issues of cultural identity, religion, racism, sexism and came to focus mainly on taboos and the stories
that were difficult to tell in their Playback companies, lives, communities and families. Stories of abuse, racism and family relationships were told and very deep emotions were triggered for
the group and the feelings shared during the closing were very
honest, heart felt and open. Sinead explained two preparation
techniques to enable actors to keep themselves safe, one is for
the actors to visualise themselves like a lens of a camera and
slowly close the shutter leaving a gap for light to still escape
through. The other way of minding yourself whilst receiving a
story is to give 90% as a performer but always keep 10% back
for yourself, this 10% you can use to check in, stay safe and keep
grounded.
During the closing ritual, the general feeling of the individual
feedback to the group was of time well-spent together, of learning from each other and the enjoyment of being together. There
was a consensus that the UK & Ireland gathering should become an annual event and plans for 2007 are being made. Looking back on the weekend now, what has stayed with me is the
feeling of genuine goodwill, warmth and a willingness to participate and share that people brought to the weekend and held
until the end – truly the essence of playback theatre!

Case Two: A Three-Part Performance Series on Race
As a company, we decided to take on the issue of race
and racial justice. We dreamed up a series of public
performances focused on race. Over a nine-month period
we held three public performances. The first was for white
people only (a very risky thing to publicize given the history
of white supremacy in the US) and featured only white actors.
The second was for people of color only, and featured only
people of color actors. The series culminated in a
performance for white people and people of color (with a
integrated cast), which took place near the Martin Luther
King holiday. Nearly 250 people came to the performance,
and it was a great success. The feedback we got was that
people really appreciated having a space to tell stories about
race and they wanted more. And because there were 2 shows
leading up to this one, and the focus of the performance
was well articulated, the audience had no trouble staying
with the theme. This was not so surprising given that the
performance took place in the integrated neighborhood of
Mt. Airy in Philadelphia. However, the series did lead to
several invitations from less integrated communities, who
specifically asked us to perform and offer workshops on
healing the wounds of racism. One other important feature
of the series is that we organized unstructured networking
time after each performance, and invited people and groups
doing anti-racism work to come and set up information on
tables, as examples of action people could take if they were
interested. The work we are doing with race is ongoing, and
is a model we hope to expand to other dimensions of diversity
(like gender, class, etc).
Case Three: Theatre of Reconciliation: Playback as a Path
of Peace
I offered this workshop at Pendlehill Quaker Retreat
Center in Aug. 2005. Most of the participants were not
playback practitioners or even actors. What they had in
common was an interest in peace and reconciliation work,
and some interest in using theatre and story telling as a tool
for peacemaking. Over the course of the five days we were
together, I taught the basic forms and
rituals of playback, but I found the
workshop very different from other
workshops I had led. Early on I asked
people to consider who or what in their
life they wanted to reconcile, and I let
their inner work guide the workshop. The
stories, and what the actors learned by
playing the roles in the stories were the
primary focus. We did spend time
learning how to listen for and embody the
social dimensions of the stories, but
overall, it was the content and not the
artistry that was primary. It became clear
to me that the artistry was important in
fulfilling the transformational potential of
playback, and that in the realm of social
change, there was something equally
important. I am struggling with what to
call it, but it has to do with social
awareness and the willingness to engage
in the dismantling of the social construct as we know it.
Developing Our Skills
In playback theatre, we often work through identification
— putting ourselves in the teller’s shoes — reaching for how

we are alike. To go to the edge of our differences, to claim
and even heighten them, may feel risky and new AND I
think it is essential if we are going to live up to the dream of
playback theatre in which every person has a real chance of
being heard.
To hear the story of someone with a different social
identity (ie. a person of a different race, class, gender, sexual
orientation, religion, etc) we must know and understand the
differences between us — cultural differences as well as
differences in how we are perceived and treated by the
dominant culture.
In the effort to include the social dimension of a story,
we must become social historians and sociologists, and
cultural anthropologists too. Social forces historically and
presently operate through oppression and so we must become
experts on oppression if we are to truly understand and
portray the social forces present in a story.
I have often heard from people outside the U.S. that
racism is a U.S. problem – “we don’t have racism where I
come from”. I know that racial oppression in the U.S. is
unique in some ways, and the dynamics of mainstream,
margin, rank, and privilege exist in every culture, society,
group, family, playback company, etc. I encourage you to
get curious about who gets more or less heard and valued in
the place you live and work. Maybe it won’t look like color,
but if you look you will find those with more power
institutionally, and those with less. And there will be a story
behind why, and history to understand and present
conditions to learn about. And that learning is essential for
anyone wanting to use playback theatre as a vehicle for social
change.
Last summer, my colleague Pamela Freeman and I offered
a course at the School of Playback Theatre called “Social
Awareness in Playback Theatre.” In working with our troupe
in Philadelphia, we have begun to develop practices and
training activities to supplement the basic training and
ensemble building work that any company would do. The
following are recommendations for developing company
readiness for doing playback for social change. They are

broken into three categories, and I include them below as a
starting point for any company looking to doing social justice
work with playback theatre. Some of the suggestions are
more “U.S.centric” than others, and we offer them as a
starting point. We hope you will alter them as needed.
INTERPLAY .3.

Inviting tellers
· Improve on how we invite tellers - i.e. assess and adapt
our organizing efforts before a PT event as well as how we
invite tellers during an event - to address diversity dynamics
(like rank and privilege) that make inclusion more difficult.
Know your community
· Analyze your community. Identify who’s in the
mainstream and who’s in the margins. Identify the unheard
and under-heard voices in our communities, and reach out
to them directly. Build relationships and be patient.
· Learn your history and culture, and the history and
culture of the people you want to include.
Skill development - inner and outer work in rehearsals
· Examine who auditions for the company, who comes to
shows, and where you perform. Who’s not coming? Who do
you want to reach out to? Consider going to other
communities and performing in places that are more
culturally acceptable to the groups you want to invite in (such
as churches in “their” neighborhood)*.
· The company needs to work on diversity issues within
the company itself. This would include telling stories about
rank and privilege as it relates to class, race, gender, etc.
· It is important to do sociometric exercises from time to
time to see where people are in the company, such as: Who
is more/less connected to whom? What stories and themes
are not being told? What is being marginalized/disavowed?
Who’s in and who’s out?
· Company members need to work on addressing conflict
within the company openly. Dealing with conflict helps one
confront “nice” patterns that can feel oppressive to people
outside the white, middle class mainstream.
· If you are white, work on white privilege. If you are a
person of color, work on issues of internalized oppression
· Use social justice exercises (like the power shuffle) as a
warm up to stories. See www.trainingforchange.org for a
variety of exercises you can use.
· Go to diversity workshops individually, or as a company,
or bring in diversity trainers. Keep pushing yourselves to go
deeper in the work.
· Pick a project as a company that will require you to stretch
and learn about another culture / social group, and yourselves
(such as a Martin Luther King Day show, or working with
immigrants).
· Once you’ve completed a project, pick another one. Keep

stretching yourselves.
· Keeping pushing yourselves in rehearsal to listen for the
social dimension, and find ways to bring it into the
enactments. We’ve found that this work requires ongoing
effort.
· Actors must be trained to hear and embody the social
dimension and cultural differences in a story.
· Consider rehearsing occasionally in affinity groups by
race, gender, sexual orientation, or any other diversity
dimensions that are significant to your group.
· Read articles / books on diversity issues and process them
“in action” in rehearsal.
· Do the work necessary to play all tellers with authenticity
and heart, which means working on our own social awareness
and identity development, and learning about other cultures.
· Important to work on playing characters that are difficult
to play, such as people from other races, people who are
overtly racist or sexist, or anyone who is outside your
company or community mainstream.
Some Closing Thoughts
In order to get some tellers and stories to the teller’s
chair, we need to invite them directly. We may even need to
invite tellers in advance, and/or ask for a particular type of
story. The actors and audience need special preparation,
like additional warm up time, meta-statements that bring in
key historical or social information, and structured
integration time. It takes time to go deep, and there are
limits to what we can do in a single performance. And we
need to do our own work, to uncover our hidden biases and
expand our awareness and range. We need to have the
strength to play all the roles in a story with humanness and
authenticity – not “white washing” them, and not stereotyping
them either. We need to be okay with messiness and
contradictions. And most of all, we need to remain hopeful
enough to step into despair and rage without crumbling or
numbing out. One profound truth about living in this time
is that we are in a global crisis. And I believe that playback
theatre has something to contribute to what Joanna Macy
calls “the great turning – revolution for the sake of life on
earth”.
*For more information on breaking downs the walls of class, see:
Bridging the Class Divide and Other Lessons for Grassroots
Organizing, by Linda Stout, chapter 7 “Invisible Walls”



WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
Emergency Playback
elief Initiative
Relief
Playback Theatre Gulf Coast R
with the new NOLA playback theatre and included NOLA
For the first time, the Playback theatre community has
members in two of the performances. Contributions from members
succeeded in bringing playback to a region suffering from a
of the playback theatre community throughout the world supported
natural and social disaster. The provocation was the city of New
the project.
Orleans, devastated by Hurricane
The teams experienced great
Katrina, which damaged 80% of the
eagerness from audience members,
dwellings in the city, causing
suggesting that playback theatre
hundreds of thousands to evacuate.
was fulfilling a need in giving New
The hardest hit areas were parishes
Orleaneans a place to tell their
populated by African-Americans.
stories. Reports from community
The Playback Theatre Gulf Coast
leaders confirm the performers’
Relief Initiative, which so far has
impression that playback theatre
involved two performing trips and
provided tellers and audiences with
one teaching trip to the area, served
a reaffirmation of their identity and
the membership of the following
a measure of relief from the
organizations in Louisiana: the Ashé
continuing trauma of coping with
Cultural Center, the Israelite Baptist
post-Katrina life.
Church, the Audubon Montessori
One of the tellers told the
School, the Upstage Theatre, and
following story:
Common Ground. We also initiated
a permanent playback theatre group
March performing team in New Orleans: Sipiwe Moyo,
”I was a policewoman when the
in New Orleans comprised of local
Davis Ridrigues Melendez, Dollie Eaglin, Jiwon Chung,
storm hit. The next day, a woman
theatre artists to carry on the work—
Pamela Freeman
came to the precinct carrying a
NOLA playback theatre.
baby in her arms. She was looking for shelter. We were ordered
The program had a number of components. They included
to turn everyone away. The next day I quit my job, and now I am
sending a team under the leadership of Paul McIsaac to the
going back to school to find a new profession that will help
Gulf over Thanksgiving to perform for Common Ground
people.”
volunteers and network for the future; conducting a 4-day training
in playback in New Orleans, again with Paul McIsaac; holding
After the performance, this teller called the leader of the
a special workshop for people of color within our own playback
new NOLA playback theatre company and asked to join the
theatre community (also taking part in this workshop was a
company.
representative from the Ashé Cultural Center in New Orleans),
New Orleans offers an interesting opportunity for playback
coordinated by Pamela Freeman and Jonathan Fox; and sending
theatre at present because there is such a clear need for it and
a second team to Louisiana in March, which performed in four
the program so far has been successful. Thus there are a number
community settings with primarily black constituents. We enlisted
of possibilities for further initiatives in addition to supporting NOLA
the local-based Neighborhood Story Project to provide
playback theatre, which is sending four members to the School
documentation for this trip. We also utilized volunteer counselors
of Playback Theatre in July.
from the Tulane University School of Social Work.
For more on the project, including stories, comments,
Conductor for this series of performances was Pamela
organizing principles and photos, see the School of Playback
Freeman, co-director of Playback for Change in Philadelphia.
Theatre
website
at
www.playbackschool.org/
Establishing relationships and obtaining local partners,
Katrina_March_Trip2.htm
raising funds, planning logistics, and preparing the teams were
major parts of the effort. In addition, the March team rehearsed
In April Two 2006 we had a training seminar with Jonathan in Germerode in Germany. During these days we
worked among other topics, on organisational topics and finally elected, out of the German Playback Theatre
Teachers the school directors.
These are:
Marlies Arping
Marianne Tobler
Karin Gisler
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Programme director
co leaders Charlette Dauber, Fra Zeller
Organisation
co leader Ingrid Mager
Public relations and Web, co-leader Jürgen Hermann
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
FOR MORE DETAILS JUST HAVE LOOK AT
WWW.METAPT.IT

is organizing

THEME
ritual in the heart of the story
is the theme that will be shared during the five days of the gathering
through thematic workshops, performances, round tables and informal
exchanges.
The second European gathering of Playback Theatre, this year in Italy,
originates as a red thread linking to the first European gathering held
in Brittany last August.
It’s meant to be an opportunity for the European playbackers to meet
and get to know each other and for the different European Playback
Theatre experiences to be shared and exchanged.
A red thread will lead us: the ritual.
PROGRAM
The gathering will last five days, from Wednesday evening 23 of August
to Sunday afternoon 27 of August.
Several workshops are planned: long workshops lasting three mornings and spot workshops lasting one afternoon, two performances, one
round table and extra events
LOCATION
Longiano is a medieval village which gently leans upon the hills between
Cesena and Rimini, 15 Km from the see in Emilia Romagna.
The village is a bright cultural place famous for music and theatre.
www.comune.longiano.fc.it

And in the centre of Longiano, a little jewel: the teatro Petrella, heart of the gathering
www.teatropetrella.it
· The nearest airports are Forlì and Bologna
· www.forli-airport.it/
· www.bologna-airport.it/
· The nearest railway station is Cesena: www.trenitalia.it
· Links between Cesena and Longiano are provided by local buses:
www.atr-online.it/
ACCOMMODATION
The hotel restaurant “delle Colline” gives hospitality to seventy-seven people. It offers an enjoyable terrace with swimmingpool and a pub for evening entertainment
If you prefer a different lodging You can chose B&B or Camping
FEE
The amount of the meeting fee is
$380 before May 15th 2006
$430 after May 15th 2006
The fee includes board and lodging (four nights) at the hotel “delle Colline”
A reduction of 88 euro on the subscription will be given. Payment for alternative accomodation must be paid to the chosen
hotel directly by you.
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A Playback Innovation for Teens in a
Psychiatric Hospital
Liz Muckley
The idea of doing
relevant,
safe
and
Playback Theater crosses
aesthetic.
my mind in just about any
Though the story of our
group context in which I
many
blunders
and
find myself. But when my
rejections could be
fellow classmate and Drama
illuminating and humorous,
Therapy intern at the
I’d like to focus upon what
McAuley
adolescent
we found that worked and
psychiatric
hospital
my ideas about why. We
suggested we do it as part
ended up relying on a
of our drama therapy
variation of an exercise
programming on the unit, I
found in Renee Emunah’s
had serious reservations.
book, Acting for Real, called
Tami was very persistent,
“Emotional Orchestra.”
though, gathering three
We would set up the chairs
fellow students who were
for group in a large circle;
willing to become a
no audience – that often set
company and getting In the photo left to right, back row: Sheila Ahdoot, Doug Ronning, up an “us and them”
Liz Muckley Bottom row: Tami Lubitsh and Lindy Ackman
authorization for it to take
dynamic we could not
place every Wednesday
overcome. The actors sat
afternoon after lunch. She also arranged for the students
together, a part of the circle. I would introduce my
to receive program credit for this experience and managed
classmates and say that we did not have anything planned,
to whip up a considerable amount of enthusiasm for it from
but would base an improvisation on what the group tells
our supervisor, making it easier for the nursing staff to
us. (Very informal.) We would first do a warm-up to
support.
introduce our names and then we got started.
To say I had cold feet is to put it mildly. We could carve
Standing next to a dry-erase board, I would ask for group
out very little rehearsal time in our busy student schedules;
members to call out feelings (from the safety of their
how could a company become ready in a matter of hours?
chairs). I would sometimes ask for feelings about being in
Even though each had taken a course in Playback Theater
the hospital or a strong current feeling or a feeling one has
as part of our curriculum, surely we needed more time
often. When a feeling was called out, I would conduct the
together to feel grounded and competent to bring Playback
teller to bring forth enough information for the actors to
to such a challenging environment.
understand the context. So, “Feeling ________ about
About the environment: unpredictable, often hostile
_______.” (Contained, yet specific.) Once the teller was
and full of unbearable pain and palpable fear. Unpredictable
satisfied that I had it right, I would write it on the board
because the census was constantly changing, the average
with the author’s name underneath it. I would collect as
stay for a child was about a week. Hostile because every
many as nine-ten tellers. Then I would announce the next
patient had been committed against his/her will as a
stage. Each actor would take a feeling, “I’ll do Mary’s
danger to themselves or to others. The pain of lives coming
feeling of loneliness because she is not with her mom” and
apart created much fear that was often expressed as
stand. (The actor might also know from my interview one
defensive aggression.
thing that mom and daughter do together.) The teller did
I know from experience that the context needs to be
not choose who would play their feeling, but I would ask
right for the goal of Playback to be achieved. The goal
the teller for their consent, especially if a female was going
here would be to mitigate some of the hostility,
to play a male teller or vice versa. I would explain that the
defensiveness and fear by having adults (the Playback
actors were going to do an emotional orchestra, giving
company and by extension, the staff who allows it to
voice to these feelings, with Tami being the conductor. I
happen) enact their feelings with power, artistry, irony and
would say that all feelings will be portrayed, and perhaps
humor. Would the audience even accept that adults could
after the first round, an audience member might join us,
identify with them or would every Playback be rejected on
for emotional orchestra is very simple to do.
the teen principle that “adults just don’t get it”? I had no
In emotional orchestra, each person is like an instrument
idea. But my curiosity was piqued and I was carried along
that, when directed to by the conductor plays their
by my compatriots’ strong desire for Playback’s rewards
emotional chord with words and phrases in varied
and the prospect of learning from their growing skill as
inflections, tempo and volume. One merely stands and
healing artists. Through trial and error, we came upon a
when pointed to, speaks and gestures.
way to Playback the audiences’ experience that was
INTERPLAY .5.

With Tami sitting on the floor, in the middle of the circle,
I would say, “Let’s watch.” After the final note of the
orchestra there would be applause and then I would ask
each teller if s/he felt represented in the orchestra. At
this point I would say, “OK, let’s do three more. Does
anyone want to try it?” If someone did, s/he would merely
switch seats with whoever was sitting next to the actors
and we would choose, stand and go again. Sometimes,
the audience person would want to portray his or her own
feeling and this was allowed, asking afterward what the
experience was like. We always made sure that every
teller/feeling was represented, calling for additional ones
to complete a trio.
I would often marvel at the skill that Tami would employ
to give shape, contrast and an arc to each enactment. I
witnessed Doug, Lindy and Sheila grow - finding nuance(s)
of the simplest offering to make each experienced feeling
unique, heartfelt and authentic – always with the right touch

of irony and humor.
This form made telling a low(er)-risk endeavor, it moved
along at a good pace and it had a strong structure within
which deep feelings could be shared. The form honored
not only the individual voices, but mirrored the environment
in general; so many voices desperately needing to be heard.
It was gratifying to find a form that captured the essence
of the whole experience for the patients.

WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening

Liz Muckley has been a Playback practitioner for almost
20 years. She just completed her Master’s Degree in
Counseling Psychology-Drama Therapy at the California
Institute for Integral Studies in San Francisco, California.
She completed a year-long practicum at St. Mary’s Hospital/
McAuley Adolescent Services – an acute in-patient facility
for children 11-17 years of age, the site of this Playback
adventure.



School of Playback Theatre Report
People of Color Working in Playback
In late January a 3-day workshop took place at the School of Playback Theatre especially for US persons of color working
in playback. The catalyst was the Katrina Relief project currently coordinated by the School, and the need to empower
persons of color active in pt companies to conduct in contexts like New Orleans, where most of the people most affected
by the hurricanes were persons of color. Among the eleven participants from 6 pt companies across the US, one participant,
Dollie Eaglin, a dance educator, came up from New Orleans to brief participants on conditions there and learn more about
playback. Dollie represented the Ashe Cultural Center, a black cultural center where playback theatre trainings and
performances will take place as part of the project. Workshop leaders were Pamela Freeman and Jonathan Fox. What
follows are comments written by all the participants as a way to report to the playback community.
The People of Color Workshop was
empowering. It brought a diverse group
of multi-talented individuals together to
share experiences of joy and pain. It
provided an opportunity to share
stories in a safe environment. It provided
“hands on” training for participants in
conducting and acting stories as well
as grasping the “essence” of story. We
were able to configure and support each
other in a family environment. Both
Jonathan and Pamela provided their
experience and resources to create a
dynamic launching pad for future
Playback advocates for unity and
change. The insight from this workshop
created a value for diversity within
Playback. Thanks. –Victor Bowleg
* * *
In order to promote social change or any
kind of change at all one must first
change within self. I have learned to
accept change in my life, to not only
accept myself as an actor, or teller, but
also as a leader in my Playback troop as
well as in my community. This
weekend’s workshop has truly taught
me that there is great power in numbers.
—Bianca
***
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Where does your story start?
What I knew would be an invited break
from the city also turned out to be an
important event of connection with my
playback colleagues of color. It started
at Boughton Place and will continue in
our hearts, more onto our communities
and, for some, beyond and abroad.
What happens in your story?
All of the people who gathered here
share the experience of being an “other”
in our society, in our communities, and
in our Playback companies. This reality
poses a number of challenges,
frustrations, misunderstanding, and
missed opportunities. This weekend
allowed us to begin to share these
experiences, acknowledge and affirm
our colleagues in their own instincts
and begin to search for ways to deal
with these issues as they arise. This way
the presence of color in Playback not
only strengthens and perseveres, but
may also grow so that the mission of
Playback can outstretch to a myriad of
communities.
How does your story end?
I intend to be more proactive in my
company in terms of stepping up to
conduct. I also plan on encouraging the

ensemble to maintain the traditional
role of conductor in rehearsal so that we
can use rehearsals as an opportunity to
strengthen conducting skills. I want to
also stay aware of other issues that arise
for other playback members of color
who were not present at this
workshop.—Sipiwe Moyo
***
This was a very much needed workshop.
People were able to share their true
feelings and thoughts. You could be
your total self.
There was a profound respect,
appreciation and love for each other.
The support and connection within our
circle was deeply (there) felt.
*I realized that we need more of these
workshops, but also a reach out to the
other community which is the society
that mainly looks through a white lens.
*I feel more strength, power, and clarity
at the end of this workshop.
—Marquerite Hamden
***
For me it was a tremendous celebration
of connection! Connection with each
other as people of color, connection with
myself, connection with ancestors both
mine and those of others. We spoke a

vivere in pace, armonia e autentica amicizia.
Nel mio paese d’origine negli Stati Uniti, le razze
che hanno più motivi per serbare rancore nei confronti
dei bianchi americani sono i neri americani e gli indiani
d’America. Mio figlio adottato, Cameron, che è una
mescolanza etnica di queste tre razze, è cresciuto in
Asia.
Oggi era la testimonianza vivente di quel che
abbiamo appena visto e sentito. Eppure, a dispetto di
questo, si è girato verso di me nel mezzo di tutte le
lacrime intorno a noi e ha detto: “mamma, perché stanno
piangendo tutti?”
In cuor suo non può immaginare nessuna ragione
per cui questo gruppo possa essere qualcosa di diverso
da un gruppo si amici provenienti da diversi paesi che
si incontrano per giocare e divertirsi.
QUESTA E’ UNA SPERANZA TANGIBILE. La
nostra generazione ha l’opportunità di crescere la
prossima generazione con quell’autentico cuore di unità
e amore fraterno tra le culture che appartiene a Cameron.
Concludiamo il tempo dedicato al cerchio
incespicando dolcemente sui versi di una vecchia

canzone recentemente registrata da Vince Gill. Giusto
un momento per controllare il testo online. Un modo
caldo per ricordare ancora una volta.
Fa che ci sia pace su questa terra
fa che sia il momento adesso.
E fa che cominci con me.
Fa che ci sia pace su questa terra
La pace che è scritto debba esserci
Con Dio come padre
siamo tutti fratelli.
Fa che io parli con mio fratello
in perfetta armonia.
Fa che la pace cominci con me
fa che sia il mio voto solenne.
Di prendere ogni momento
e vivere ogni momento
con pace eterna
Fa che ci sia pace su questa terra
E fa che cominci con me.
Ad ogni mio passo
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
Molti della generazione che ebbero esperienza di tutto
questo sono ancora viventi e hanno condiviso il loro
invendicato rancore con quelli di noi che sono venuti
dopo.
Detto questo, Edward continua la sua storia. Questa
va a finire diversamente da com’era iniziata. Si trasforma
in una storia di “angeli” giapponesi che lo avevano
aiutato quando si era trovato da solo alla stazione
ferroviaria avendo perso l’ultimo treno; l’ “angelo” che
gli aveva riportato degli effetti personali importanti che
aveva inavvertitamente smarrito; l “angelo” che lo
aveva accolto alla conference quando infine era arrivato
molto tardi la prima notte. Finisce dicendo di aver
imparato che i giapponese sono gentili, amichevoli,
insomma brave persone. Qualsiasi cosa sia accaduta
durante la guerra, è sbagliato avere certi pregiudizi nei
confronti dei giapponesi oggigiorno.
Wow. Tutti noi rivolgiamo lo sguardo al gruppo cinese
che si è offerto di performare. Se c’è un gruppo che
odia i giapponesi, è proprio quello dei cinesi, ma questo
gruppo ha realizzato una improvvisazione toccante della
storia di Edward. E’ stato un vero peccato che il
giapponese seduto accanto a me non potesse
comprendere la lingua degli attori mentre la storia si
svolgeva. E’ terminata con un abbraccio mentre l’attore
che faceva Edward diceva: “mio nonno si è PROPRIO
sbagliato”
Gli attori volgono tranquillamente lo sguardo a
Edward quando la scena è terminata. E’ la loro offerta
a lui. Lasciamo che l’offerta indugi nell’aria per un
momento, finché una donna giapponese rompe il
silenzio.
”Vorrei condividere un sentimento” dice.
Ci racconta di come i praticanti di playback
giapponesi si siano incontrati prima di questa conference ed abbiano anticipato cosa sarebbe potuto
accadere nel momento in cui asiatici dei diversi paesi si
fossero trovati insieme a condividere storie importanti
delle loro esistenze. “Eravamo preparati al fatto che la
gente ci odia. Eravamo pronti per le storie che dicono
quanto orribili siamo”. Rivela che tra loro avevano
parlato migliaia di volte di come avrebbero dovuto essere
preparati a vivere il razzismo nei loro confronti. “A
dispetto di ciò, questa è la prima volta nell’intero fine
settiamana che il tema è saltato fuori e, invece di dirci
quanto siamo orribili, ci avete chiamato “angeli”. Siamo
davvero così sollevati e grati.”
Vedo alcuni occhi farsi lucidi quando il conduttore
chiede al gruppo cinese di rappresentare questo
sentimento con una scultura fluida.
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Anche Kayo, il conduttore originario, parla.
“Sento anch’io il bisogno di dire qualcosa. La nostra
gente ha fatto cose terribili ai vostri paesi durante la
guerra. Anche se è stato molti anni fa e anche se non
sono state le mie mani a farlo, io voglio chiedere scusa
per le cose che i miei antenati hanno fatto nel passato.
Voglio dire che sono addolorata per le cose che i
giapponesi hanno fatto alla vostra gente nel passato.
Mi scuso a nome della mia gente”
Gli attori cinesi sono ancora in piedi. Tutti loro
stanno apertamente piangendo mentre restituiscono
queste scuse attraverso una scultura fluida.
Sbalorditivo. Sono testimone privilegiata di una
sorprendente guarigione emotiva che sta accadendo
davanti a me. Non sto piangendo. Sono troppo
sbalordita. Sono in uno stato di gioiosa meraviglia. Sono
quasi sicura di essere a bocca aperta. Tengo il cuore tra
le mani. E’ sul punto di scoppiare. Sto nel mezzo di
qualcosa che sa di miracolo.
Gli asiatici sono noti per il loro trattenere i sentimenti
all’interno, per la loro riservatezza riguardo a gioie e
dolori, raramente mostrando apertamente dispiacere o
commozione. Per un certo periodo abbiamo avuto una
studentessa giapponese a vivere presso di noi. Diceva
che amava il fatto che l’abbracciassimo, visto che non
era mai stata abbracciata dai suoi genitori. Un amico
cinese una volta mi disse che loro sono come un thermos; freddi fuori ma bollenti dentro. Eppure, questo
pomeriggio a Singapore, quando ci sediamo in cerchio
per condividere e riflettere su ciò che è appena avvenuto,
ci sono molti uomini asiatici di una certa età che
apertamente piangono e si abbracciano l’un l’altro.
Molte persone nel cerchio partecipano al gruppo
cosa stanno pensando e provando. Una donna pensava
di non avere nessun pregiudizio fino a questo
pomeriggio, e nel momento in cui si è resa conto che un
angolo del suo cuore era pieno d’odio nei confronti dei
giapponesi, ecco che questo è scomparso.
Perché non ho lacrime? E’ perché sono così piena di
speranza per il futuro. Sto vedendo in presa diretta
quanto sia facile costruire ponti di pace e riconciliazione
attraverso poche parole pronunciate con autenticità.
Decido di condividere questo con il gruppo che ora
siede in cerchio.
Siamo tutti di una o due generazioni distanti dalle
atrocità della seconda guerra mondiale, eppure siamo
impregnati, coscientemente o meno, di un razzismo che
abbiamo ereditato dai nostri genitori o dai nostri nonni.
Nel momento in cui la nostra generazione impara a
riconciliarsi in questo modo, impariamo che possiamo

common language of needing each
other, celebrating life, experiencing
racism, and feeling the enormous
weight of working to sustain ourselves
and our communities.—Sundiata
***
Where does your story begin?
At Boughton Place, New Paltz in the
reconstructed theater of Jacob Moreno,
an art deco chapel to the healing power
of art.
Is this a long ago story or a recent one?
It’s a recent one, still happening, still
progressing, but it’s the still point of
many stories, many pasts intersecting
and coming together.
So what happened?—Jiwon
***
AAAhhhh…deep
breath,
deeper
breath.
Deeper
primal connection,
layers of exoskeleton
fall off as I am
recognizing people
who know me and
why? I can’t put my
finger on it. We share
what our experience
is like in the larger
mixed race world—
the hidden offenses
and hurts. Playback,
playing back each
others’ stories and
we have people who
look more like us and
feel more like us to
playback our stories
of race—prejudice—
isolation.
I wish I could have
this more often—the brilliant
realization…I could conduct—I could
be the bridge between our troupe and
the border line between South and
North Tucson. I could bring up the issue
of class.
Being real, showing humanity in our
shows came up—when a racially
inappropriate situation is described we
do not have to be victims. We can make
it speak truth—show both sides.
We all conducted with coaching, we all
acted, talked about how race affects the
playback community, how race affects
our ability to be in power. And I see that
Charles has been taught by these
people, and what he sees has been
deepened by these people—Pamela and
Jonathan I thank you.—(no name)
***

Laughter, tears, discoveries.
3 intense days to explore all of the
“-isms” in society and its impact on the
playback community at large. Through
theatre games, exercises, round table
lectures, and open forum discussions,
playbackers disclosed moments of
indifference, awkwardness, and
appreciation on stage or in rehearsal.
“Tell us a time when you stood up for
someone and a time you didn’t.”
“How do you confront biases or
prejudices as the conductor?”
These were two of the questions we were
asked to ponder. A story emerged where
a homeless man was being objectified
in a teller’s story. Another where the
teller acknowledged yet accepted the

racist remarks and feelings from his
friendly neighborhood hardware
salesman.
Playback is growth, playback is change,
playback is discovery. My hope is to
leave this Persons of Color Workshop
enriched and renewed—understanding
the product as well as the process.
—Vanessa Rascoe
***
My experience…
Spiritual bonding, soul searching, a gift
of knowledge and kindness—
Being able to reach down—deep down
into the heart of the matter—
Connecting lives, connecting emotions
flowing over a land that is meant to be
free—
A wake-up call—a call for help,

responsibility, faith and belief—in
Self.—Dollie
***
This weekend workshop has been a deep
and unforgettable experience.
Este ha sido una de las mejores
experiencias de miuida. Antes de llegar
aqui, jámas pensé que al compartir con
otras personas aprenderia tanto de mi
mismo. Siempre estaré agradecido a
Pamela y Jonathan por haber
organizado un taller que llevaré grabado
en mialma el vesto de mi vida.
—(no name)
***
It was amazing to be apart of this
historic weekend. I am leaving with
greater confidence in my self as a
Playback practitioner
and
a
deeper
understanding of the
absolute necessity for
myself
and
other people of color
within the Playback
community to step up
and take leadership
roles.
—Dawn Crandell
***
Everyone was so
beautiful! I was able to
pass
on
some
conducting tips, and
we all together
explored techniques
for dealing with
stories containing
prejudice. During the
workshop as the
white witness I felt
deeply moved by the
sense of struggle I experienced; and also
ashamed, part of my chronic, ongoing
pain of belonging to the race that has
power and misuses it. —Jonathan
***
Organizing and CO-leading the first
playback people of color retreat was a
dream come true. Having such talented
people in the room from all over
the US, from our different ethnicity’s
was a remarkable stage picture.
Bonding occurred quickly, laughter
flowed easily, stories were deep and
received lovingly, food was consumed
joyfully, music was constant and
energetic, tears flowed movingly, and
appreciation of each other was a
quality act. I felt full, energized and
grateful. —Pamela Freeman
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Una conduzione sottile: indurre una
consapevolezza collettiva
Di Fred Harris
Playback: vi ricordate quelle volte in cui
avete sentito così forte il riscaldamento
del pubblico, oppure avete sentito
l’ensemble degli attori particolarmente
unito? Bene, questo senso di
consapevolezza collettiva è qualcosa di
particolare. Quando una compagnia è
ben riscaldata, gli attori si muovono
come se incarnassero lo stesso pensiero,
ciò che mostrano è telepatia, o l’illusione
di questa. Quando il pubblico si sente
in sincronia con l’azione degli attori,
comincia anch’egli a rispondere come
fosse parte della stessa mente. Quando
il pubblico è in questa condizione, dal
palcoscenico lo si può indovinare. Si tratta di qualcosa che è
proverbiale nel teatro. Non voglio discutere il fatto se questa
sensazione di consapevolezza collettiva sia basata sulla telepatia.
Piuttosto, è mia intenzione presentare una sorta di lista di
metodi culinari e di principi che indichino al conduttore le
sottili tecniche per praticare, per aiutare a catalizzare la
consapevolezza collettiva tra gli attori e il pubblico. Questa
lista vuole essere suggestiva e non esaustiva: una serie di punti
da connettere tra loro, una costellazione di punti che delineano
la forma di una leggendaria creatura: Comunità.

Comunità
In molte società, la consapevolezza collettiva è dissociata dalla
consapevolezza quotidiana dei singoli individui. Benché
desiderino ardentemente trascendere il loro isolamento, le
persone possono sentirsi diffidenti nei confronti di quella parte
della coscienza individuale che potrebbe coscientemente
introdurre ad un senso di connessione. Come se le persone
potessero essere familiari con questo senso di connessione
solo nella misura in cui esso, come condizione mentale,
arrivasse quasi investendole, senza la partecipazione della loro
volontà cosciente. E’ quello che accade nell’eccitazione delle
tribune durante le manifestazioni sportive, nel trasporto
sperimentato durante una funzione religiosa o nell’esaltazione
del nazionalismo difensivo fatto scattare dalla guerra. Nelle
esperienze dissociate di consapevolezza collettiva, del tipo
appena citato, la consapevolezza individuale e la coscienza
con lei possono sentirsi svalorizzate, tagliate fuori e paralizzate.
Per contrasto, nel Playback i membri del pubblico sono invitati
consapevolmente ad entrare in una dimensione di
consapevolezza collettiva. Essi si espongono individualmente
quando presentano le loro storie, mentre partecipano
collettivamente al rituale della condivisione. La consapevolezza
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individuale di ciascun membro e la
consapevolezza collettiva dell’intero
gruppo sono dimensioni intersecatesi di
una medesima identità. L’una non
eclissa l’altra, le due formano una
complessa unità. Il conduttore può
aiutare gli attori e il pubblico a fare
esperienza di comunità nel momento in
cui, dando voce a questa duplice
consapevolezza, in maniera alternata si
rivolge ora separatamente agli individui,
come quando “provoca” una storia, ora
all’intero gruppo, come quando chiede
di alzare le mani ad indicare chi ha
sperimentato una emozione simile a
quella del narratore.

Rituale
L’importanza del rituale è spesso fortemente sottolineata
nell’insegnamento del Playback. Il rituale prevede che le
persone condividano scopi, tempi e concentrazione. Il
conduttore dovrebbe prestare attenzione a stabilire questi tre
elementi per tenere insieme il gruppo. Lei o lui possono
stabilire gli scopi mettendo in chiaro cosa ci si aspetta dal
pubblico e cosa il pubblico può aspettarsi dagli attori in una
performance di Playback. Il ritmo del parlare e del muoversi
del conduttore, come verrà detto più avanti, può strutturare il
tempo. Attraverso la gestualità, scegliendo dove guardare
intenzionalmente e amplificando le parole chiave nel racconto,
il conduttore può aiutare a direzionare l’attenzione su un focus
mano a mano che la performance va rivelandosi.

Invito
Come un padrone di casa dà il benvenuto ai suoi ospiti in una
casa accogliente, il conduttore invita il pubblico e gli attori ad
attraversare il confine tra la consapevolezza individuale che
ognuno esperisce autonomamente e la consapevolezza
collettiva. Per far ciò il conduttore ha il compito di preparare
la strada alla consapevolezza collettiva entrandoci egli stesso
prima degli ospiti, portando come un dono la sua unità
soggettiva connessa al resto dei presenti nel teatro e lasciando
che la separazione tra le persone scivoli nello sfondo appena il
senso di unità emerge.

L’altro sacro
I membri del pubblico tenderanno a risponder positivamente
al conduttore che si avvicina loro attribuendogli valore e che
li vede, come nota Martin Buber, come entità presentate con
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Such conversations I see as the core to Playback gatherings, to enable us to affirm our own practice yet
also be challenged and inspired by others. Talking with Keesjan, a member of Draad about our own ways of
learning and performing Playback, helped me to appreciate the different ways in which Playback is continually
evolving throughout the world. I suggested our performance style was the classic car of Playback, compared
with the contemporary racing car of Draad, and can see a place and a need for both in the world of
Playback. Our conversation helped me clarify my own practice and appreciate my classic training from Bev
Hosking in New Zealand, but to remain open to new ways of doing Playback, and allow my practice evolve. It
also made me conscious of how critical I can be about what I believe to be good Playback, at the expense of
really appreciating difference. My belief is there is no ONE way to do it, but there needs to be some common
threads.
So much depends on how and where the light of Playback has shone in our lives, from which angle or
perspective we have been introduced to it. I am always amazed at how different mirrors give me different
perspectives on myself, depending on where the light is shining from and where it is being reflected. I really
enjoy going to Playback gatherings to help shine new light on my practice and passion for it. As I said, for me
Playback friendships have a depth of honesty which immediately connects to the heart, and so my hope is
that through these gatherings we will continue to share deeply and honestly with others to connect to the
heart of what Playback is, why we do it, and what we receive in return.
Merci Beaucoup Playback Paris for a truly wonderful gathering filled with love, laughter, learning and delicious
food to nourish our bodies minds and spirits. May this dream that was realized by Yves and his dynamic
company, inspire many more to follow.
Davina Holmes

Da Kimberly Creasman che ha partecipato al recente Gathering di Playback in Asia (ulteriori report su questo
evento seguiranno a breve)

Riconciliazione al gathering di Playback in Asia
Circa una ventina di partecipanti provenienti dalla
regione sono stati selezionati per partecipare in una “jam
session” ad un ultimo laboratorio nell’ambito del primo
gathering di Playback in Asia, tenutosi dal 6 al 9 agosto
2005. Io ho portato con me mio figlio Cameron di otto
anni per guardare e “giocare” con me.
Kayo, della giapponese “Playback AZ”, si rivela una
conduttrice mirabile nel modo in cui ci inizia attraverso
un gioco e comincia a condurre la prima delle storie del
pomeriggio. Mi piace il suo stile. Coinvolgente: ci tira
dentro e tira fuori le storie con quella sua calda,
confidenziale personalità. Dopo poche sculture fluide
suggerisce che gli attori si esprimano ciascuno nella sua
propria lingua. Alcuni di loro sono attori fantastici e
che siano limitati nello sforzo di parlare inglese, non dà
a noi la possibilità di vederli risplendere nelle loro
potenzialità.
Così facciamo. Una donna di Taiwan porta una storia,
con traduzione in inglese, riguardante il saluto,
all’aeroporto, al suo bimbo di quattro anni e il rendersi
conto che sta crescendo. Un gruppo di attori giapponesi
restituisce la storia per noi in giapponese. Una
improvvisazione sottile, abile e commovente. Tutti noi
la comprendiamo perché abbiamo ascoltato quella dolce
storia appena qualche minuto prima.

Di seguito un gruppo cinese di Hong Kong, Singapore e Cina si prepara per rappresentare una nuova
storia. Useranno un misto di mandarino e cantonese.
Un partecipante filippino, Edward, decide di
condividere una storia che, dice, ha tenuto in serbo per
due anni. Era rimasto in attesa del momento giusto per
condividerla e ora sente che questo è arrivato.
Il gruppo comincia a sentirsi un po’ a disagio quando lui racconta del suo progetto di partecipare al gathering internazionale di Playback tenutosi in Giappone
due anni fa. Ci racconta delle parole forti usate dal suo
nonno filippino “perché vuoi recarti in quel paese con
tutte quelle persone orribili? Perché vuoi spendere il
tuo tempo e i tuoi soldi in un paese con i giapponesi?”
Lui aveva risposto “Lascia perdere i Giapponesi, nonno.
Se voglio continuare a conoscere il Playback devo
andare là. Ci andrò giusto per il Playback, non certo per
la gente.”
Cameron, mio figlio, ed io siamo i soli non asiatici
nella stanza. Ad ogni modo io ho vissuto in Asia per
sette anni. Questo è un tempo sufficiente per sapere
che l’odio e il razzismo nei confronti dei giapponesi è
pervasivo in questa regione. I soldati giapponesi
inflissero orrori inenarrabili durante la seconda guerra
mondiale; occupazioni, uccisioni di massa, torture.
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The Graffiti Wall
European Gathering: Bretagne, August 2005
Welcome on this EVE-ing, so I am Yves, your welcoming
man on this conference.
Playback … thank you that you exist all over the world
It is more important to be authentic than to be realistic
Yes, and Vive le Kun Fu interieur!
Merci a tous et Merci Joseph pour l’atelier reves. Bisous
C’est peut etre parce que nous sommes tous si proches
et pourtant differents que nous nous aimons tant – Annie
Per chi il playback? Perche il Playback?
Tout le monde dit “I love you” Celine
It makes me happy to be really in contact with people I
hardly know. Playback can create that, if actors and
conductor are not afraid of emotions, are not afraid to
look stupid, are free from prejudices, are enjoying
themeselves, are in contact with each other, are
authentic.
(Wendela) With love and a heart full of gratefulness and
inspiration I leave here, thanks, thanks, thanks
In me there are stories of light and shadow
Where but here; can we make mistakes and learn from
them. However lets be conscious ( and therefore careful)
about criticism and feedback. Spontaneity and creativity
taking risks can be so easily and seriously wounded.
Everytime they serve the food, their eyes smile.
Au detour de chaque chemin
Dans le regard de chacun
Il y a le reve et la poesie
Et chaque ver de terre
peut devenir une galaxie
C’est pour ca que j’aime Playback
C’est pas dans l’air du temps
Yolande

What a nice idea that anxious dreams should be played
very big, in extremes you can only imagine from your
dreams (Gerben after Joseph’s workshop).
D’etre recu si chaleureuse et pouvoir communiquer par
le Playback avec le village Breton sur un plan tres human,
on a enui beaucoup
Playback = finding my roots = coming home = here and
now, ici and maintenant
Il n’y a pas de MUR dans Playback mais c’est un songe
eveille
“Come my Lord and in our flight, tell me how it came this
night, that I sleeping here was found, with these mortals
on the ground”
A nous revoir et play again, Catherine
Playback needs rituals. But how far can you stretch them?
Can we improvise with rituals in a performance? Wim
That was the best Playback meeting I have ever
participated in, Big Thanks, Jozsef Paradi, Hungary
Sur scene, quand il faut faire un choix visuel: faut-il
privilegier le narateur ou le public? Caroline
Jusqu’ou peux s’etenohe Playback Theatre sans perdre
son identite – peut-il etre un are-therapie? Et s’annoncer
comme tel? Caroline
Taking the “Motif” from music theory for musical fluids
was important for me. Peter
Authentic not realistic, Connecting not teaching.
Thank you deeply from my heart for so wonderful heart
lessons that I got here, and for the ‘delicate warmth’
that I enjoyed, Congratulations, Love Petros

I feel connected to the sea
I feel grounded to the earth
I feel at one with the world
Thank you for loving me, holding me and listening to my
stories
Sinead Moloney
Breath Art – Playback – 4th Dimension – K.J.S
Quel est le pays qui recoit les “Playback Companies in
2006”?
ITALIA, Yes Yes Italy!

This has been three days of story, body, languages, noise,
the most delicious food served by the wonderful Postic
family and friends, in a house of colour and mosaic, a
hay-smelling tent, surrounded by the blue Breton sky,
the sea, and the green of grass and pine. Genial!
I love you. Jean Claude (With a picture of a snail)
Playback gatherings are great mirrors for our Playback
work; to celebrate what we know to be Playback … but
sometimes we don’t like what we see in the mirror…. or
we are too critical of it … we must keep loving ourselves
despite our scars, wrinkles, different eyes and the light
from which Playback has shone in our lives, through our
many mirrors. (Davina)

***********
The above comment I wrote on the wall towards the end of the gathering. It was following a performance
the night before with Robyn Weir, Veronica Needa, Heather Robb, Yves Postic and Sinead Maloney – a group
of experienced Playbackers who were keen to play and perform together. We shared the evening performance
with another experienced company Draad, from Holland. Our Playback work was very different, and I found
myself being very precious about my style of Playback compared with theirs. I know that the juxtaposition of
both styles stimulated much discussion amongst people afterwards, regarding common rituals and artistic
intentions.
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il pronome Tu ( n.d.t.: in inglese Thou, pronome personale di
II persona arcaico e poetico attualmente usato nelle preghiere).
Un utile esercizio per un conduttore è di riscaldarsi,
rivolgendosi ad un pubblico di sedie vuote, figurandosele
occupate da persone amate, o magari da angeli.

Respiro
Respirare con un ritmo calmo e pieno riduce l’ansia del
conduttore e veicola calma al pubblico e agli attori. E’ più
facile per le persone del pubblico accettare di essere guidati
da un conduttore che emana calma.Un respiro rilassato
predispone un ritmo rilassato per le parole del conduttore.
Predispone un ritmo comune con il quale il pubblico potrà a
sua volta respirare agevolmente e aiuta le persone a non
dissociarsi dalla consapevolezza individuale durante
l’esperienza di consapevolezza collettiva. Nel momento in cui
l’ansietà è ridotta, la paura di ciò che non è familiare svanisce
e diventa più facile abbracciare la consapevolezza collettiva in
maniera cosciente. Quando l’ansietà torna a farsi sentire, il
semplice rimedio consiste nel tornare al respiro.

Stato mentale
Le parole rappresentano le forme del pensiero. La parola
parlata è secondaria all’immagine mentale che veicola. Ogni
parola avrà maggiore impatto se il conduttore, mentre parla,
visualizza il pensiero che sta dietro ogni parola. C’è un valore
nell’avvicinarsi alla poesia, non in quanto abilità con il
linguaggio, ma in quanto rappresenta una più alta forma di
linguaggio che automaticamente accompagna ad un modo
condensato di percepire. Percepire l’essenza di una situazione
o di un sentimento: il poeta intercetta la voce della
consapevolezza collettiva, evocando identificazione
nell’ascoltatore. Dylan Thomas poteva improvvisare poesia,
così come molti artisti rap. Il conduttore può ricorrere
all’utilizzo improvvisato di stratagemmi poetici tradizionali
come il simbolismo, la metafora, il paragone per arrivare
gradualmente al centro della percezione che essi racchiudono.
Con la pratica, gli stratagemmi poetici possono emergere
spontaneamente a testimoniare che la percezione del
conduttore si è fatta più profonda.
Nella conduzione, la poesia può essere consentita per attizzare
il linguaggio comune quel tanto che basta per stimolare il
pubblico ma senza rendere il conduttore troppo distante,
separato dal pubblico.

Immagini come punti di incontro
Più che essere organizzate in sequenze di idee o parole, la
consapevolezza collettiva è più che altro esperita come uno
stato d’animo condiviso, o, il più delle volte come la
condivisione di certi pensieri informi simili a nuvole. Il
conduttore, fornendo poche, brevi dichiarazioni intorno alle
quali queste possono addensarsi, semina queste nuvole così
che esse cominciano a condensarsi nella forma di chiare correnti
di significati condivisi. In una pausa a metà della performance,
il conduttore potrebbe presentare poche, brevi immagini che,
fino a quel momento, sono state importanti nelle storie,
concedendo al pubblico alcuni momenti per pensarci in

silenzio. La consapevolezza può raccogliersi intorno a queste
immagini, come il pesce intorno al pane lanciato in acqua.

Ritmo
I pensieri sono più facilmente condivisi quando si è stabilito
un ritmo comune tra conduttore e pubblico. Il conduttore che
percepisce e trae piacere dal ritmo implicito nelle sue parole e
nei suoi movimenti, percependo le parole come musica e i
movimenti come danza incarnerà più pienamente la
consapevolezza e più ampiamente stuzzicherà la consapevolezza
del pubblico.
Il ritmo è ciò di cui è fatta la consapevolezza, così come la
carne è ciò di cui è fatto il corpo. I rappers e le star del rock
utilizzano il ritmo della voce e del corpo ma amplificano il
processo all’estremo, attirando tutta la centratura su se stessi.
La funzione del conduttore di Playback ha una maggiore
similarità con quella di un direttore d’orchestra. Predispone
le battute per coordinare la partecipazione degli altri. Come
conduttori non stiamo cercando di essere l’oggetto
dell’attenzione collettiva, ma piuttosto di realizzare una danza
con il pubblico, come quella che avviene tra partner ben
accordati, dove uno risponde in maniera sottile all’altro.

Percepire le increspature
Quando un ciottolo è gettato in uno stagno, le increspature si
allargano verso la riva e poi si ritirano. Un conduttore attento
può percepire l’energia di un’affermazione o di un tema, come
un ciottolo gettato, che raggiunge la comprensione degli
ascoltatori come fosse la riva e ritorna come un’increspatura
nella forma di una anticipazione della narrazione successiva.
Quando il conduttore e il pubblico comunicano in sincronia
con queste onde, i confini tra loro cominciano a dissolversi.

Pensare in armonici
Se l’obiettivo del conduttore è di creare una condizione di
rilassamento, potrebbe essere opportuno aspettare che l’onda
di attenzione ritorni, prima di ogni altra nuova dichiarazione.
In ogni caso, per creare il contesto adatto per la
drammatizzazione, la vitalità del tempo è necessaria per tenere
il pubblico vigile. La consapevolezza dell’onda del ritmo che
sostiene la comunicazione, una volta guadagnata, è utilizzata
al meglio cominciando nuove onde prima che le vecchie siano
ritornate, o variando il tempo, con enfasi occasionale sul battito
più lento sottolineato attraverso l’uso della pausa o
dell’inflessione. Questo è simile al modo in cui una percussione
può realizzare un poliritmo sui colpi intermittenti di un basso.

Ancorare
Il conduttore dovrebbe continuamente fare attenzione e
richiamare l’attenzione a fenomeni sensoriali e concreti legati
al qui e ora. Come è il tempo? Come sono i sedili? Quali sono
i fatti del giorno? Che tipo di storie sono state raccontate fino
a questo momento e come stanno reagendo le persone? Chi
siede vicino a chi? Cosa stanno provando le persone? Questo
tipo di domande tiene il pubblico ancorato all’immediato,
dando a ciascuno la sicurezza di raggiungere una dimensione
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trascendente senza paura di perdere la connessione con se
stesso.

Essere personale
La conduzione non comunicherà in maniera diretta se sarà
ponderata o ricercata. Qualsiasi sia la percezione che il
conduttore ha del servizio ai valori collettivi, essa dovrà essere
confortevolmente abbigliata nell’ambito del contesto mondano
reale. Il conduttore che permette ai suoi sentimenti personali
e alle sue reazioni di rompere la formalità nei momenti di
fantasia o di empatia, (aggiungendo così un volto umano alla
consapevolezza collettiva), richiamerà una corrispondente
presenza personale da parte degli attori e dei membri del
pubblico. Sentendo la propria individualità accettata, gli attori
e il pubblico possono sentirsi sicuri nel trascenderla. Inoltre,
essi potranno poi tornare alla propria individualità più
facilmente nei momenti in cui lo scetticismo individuale o
l’esercizio della coscienza individuale sono appropriati e
necessari.

Rimanere umile
Come conduttore ho sperimentato che può risultare
intossicante un senso di fusione con il pubblico, e che per
reazione può sorgere un senso di sé gonfiato. E’ utile come
antidoto lavorare in un contesto di comunione con quello che
nelle tradizioni in dodici step di lavoro con i gruppi è
conosciuto come il proprio più alto potere. Questo termine si
riferisce ad una entità positiva, più grande del sé individuale,
come un ideale o la percezione della propria divinità.
L’umiltà richiede una certa misura di distacco scettico nei
confronti del proprio più alto potere
e un certo senso
dell’umorismo nei confronti di se stessi. Senza questi, il rischio
è che questo potere si trasformi in un ego gonfiato travestito.

Offrire
Quando il conduttore dirige l’attenzione su se stesso, dovrebbe
farlo per concentrare l’attenzione del pubblico e poi rimetterla
in circolo, focalizzandola su qualcun altro o qualcos’altro come
il narratore, gli attori, o un invito al pubblico a rispondere
con pensieri o offerte. Il focus dell’attenzione nella sala deve
essere mantenuto in circolazione. Un buon conduttore sa come
interrompere il flusso solo per accrescere l’interesse per il focus
non per monopolizzarla.

Sospensione dell’incredulità
La sospensione dell’incredulità è un termine usato per
descrivere l’investimento che i membri fanno nel mondo
verosimile della rappresentazione, durante la quale essi

immergono loro stessi nei suoi parametri, mettendo da parte
per un attimo il fatto che il mondo della rappresentazione è
fittizio. E’ utile per il conduttore praticare la sospensione
dell’incredulità nella vita così come nel teatro.Questo lo rende
capace di interpretare le esperienze attraverso diversi
parametri, come guardando una successione di
rappresentazioni. Diventa possibile tenere insieme una varietà
di utili visioni del mondo, persino se si contraddicono le une,
le altre. Questa abilità è simile a quella esercitata da un fisico
che ricorre alle teorie dei mutui contraddittori della relatività
generale e la meccanica quantistica per investigare fenomeni
su scale diverse, mentre accumulano dati per dare forma a
teorie maggiormente comprensive. La sospensione
dell’incredulità può aiutare il conduttore a entrare in relazione
con quei narratori che hanno vedute opposte alla propria e,
cosa ancora più importante, può aiutare a sanare i conflitti tra
quei modelli contraddittori presenti nella realtà del conduttore
stesso. Molti di noi sono stati cresciuti in una società industriale
nella quale la scienza oggettiva ha marginalizzato gli strumenti
soggettivi di investigazione. La scienza oggettiva
tradizionalmente vede nei fenomeni oggettivi gli unici a poter
essere esperiti in maniera comune da osservatori separati.
L’esplorazione di una consapevolezza condivisa, anche quando
è indagata da rigorosi studi parapsicologici, tende ad essere
messa ai margini come esperienze immaginarie o pseudo
scienza. Il conduttore che pur apprezza la scienza oggettiva,
può, nondimeno, sfuggire ai suoi restringimenti attraverso la
sospensione dell’incredulità nei confronti di altre modalità di
acquisire conoscenza.
Attraverso l’esercizio delle abilità sottili suggerite qui, un
conduttore può aprire, attraverso il labirinto delle
preoccupazioni quotidiane, un sentiero verso il centro comune
della consapevolezza collettiva. Una conduzione che rispetta
le prerogative individuali e mantiene su una bilancia l’unità
tra la consapevolezza collettiva e quella individuale, supporta
la formazione di comunità. I membri di una compagnia
possono essere d’aiuto in questo, attraverso il loro essere
presenti ad entrambe le dimensioni, individuale e collettiva,
della consapevolezza. Così come i membri del pubblico
condividono una consapevolezza collettiva senza perdere la
propria integrità, la medesima esperienza può porre rimedio
alle influenze dissociative presenti nella società intorno. Mano
a mano che il conduttore sviluppa la sottigliezza per facilitare
questo, lei o lui possono applicarla nel mondo circostante,
fuori dal teatro, fornendo un contributo ad altre situazioni di
gruppo, aiutando la società a risvegliarsi.
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HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
Connecting to the Heart
A Personal Reflection by Davina Holmes
European Gathering, Summer 2005
Last Summer I spent a fabulous four days in Bretagne, on the north-west coast of France, with 57 passionate Playbackers
from all over Europe, as well as some representatives from the Asia-Pacific region. The gathering was hosted by Playback
Paris, who had also recently started a group in Bretagne, and was facilitated by Yves Postic, Nicole Coquin and Genevieve
Lambert.
My journey to this Playback event started in the South of France where I met Andras Zankay from Hungary and we
travelled by car across France to the beautiful seaside village of Plougasnou. I had met Andrez 6 years before at the York
conference, and although we hadn’t seen each other since then, our friendship was cemented through our Playback connection,
our stories, and as with many Playback friends, a depth of honesty which immediately connects to the heart. Our scenic drive
was with much anticipation of what lay ahead at Plougasnou. We felt like we were driving to the edge of the world, and got
very excited when we saw the sea and knew we were close. The sun was setting as we arrived, and we walked into a busy
dining room to cheers of welcome, faces full of smiles and sparkling eyes. I looked across this sea of people and saw many
familiar faces from York and from UK and France workshops, who I rushed to hug, as well as many new Playback faces. It felt
like I was being welcomed home. I was excited and ready to play!
Following dinner, we all gathered in le chapiteau (a circus tent) which was to become our performance area, where we
were welcomed by the local community with traditional Breton songs, musicians and dancing. It did not take long for many of
us to join in to learn the traditional Breton rhythms and dances lead by local people from the village. It was then time to meet
each other, as we stood forward in a large circle to introduce ourselves. This is always a part which I love as it is the first time
one is seen and heard by everyone, and I recognised so many more people that I knew, once I heard them speak and found out
where they were from. I also love hearing how Playback has grown and the number of companies which have been sown
which I don’t know about. Representatives at the gathering were from France, Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Greece,
Hungary, Russia, Denmark, England, Ireland, Hong Kong, Australia, and New Zealand. Many people were from the same
company, with some companies from the Netherlands and Italy bringing their whole company.
Over the 3 days, we feasted on a delicious smorgasbord of workshops and were spoilt for choice. I always find it difficult
to choose at Playback events, but I am learning to trust that I will be in the workshop I need to be in, and will always learn
something. This was proven when I tried to change from a workshop that did not feel right at the time, and yet within minutes
of being there I was singing with tears flowing, as I connected with knowing I was in the right place.
After an intensive first day of learning and meeting so many new people, it was a wonderful treat to go on a boat trip into
the harbour, organized by Yves. The wind swept the heaviness of discussion and debate away from our various workshops,
and left only wisps of wisdom on our salty smiling faces and gleaming eyes. On the boat, we talked animatedly about our
different experiences in the workshops, and our reflections from these. It was during a conversation with Jurgen from
Germany, Andrez from Hungary and myself, that I decided it would be great to publicly record some of these reflections, to
stimulate further learning and reflection. I suggested the idea of a graffiti wall in the dining room, for people to write their
ideas, questions and wonderings about their experiences of the gathering. I also thought it would be good to record to
stimulate debate amongst the Playback community through Interplay.
For me, it is in these conversations that I learn so much about what is Playback for me, from sharing my opinions and
listening to other perspectives and experiences. I’m sure by reading some of these comments, you will make connections to
your own experiences of Playback gatherings, when your heart has been touched and your mind stimulated by questions and
wonderings.
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WHAT’S BEEN
HAPPENING?
What’s been happening
Central European School of Playback Theatre,

in affiliation with the School of Playback Theatre in New York

We are happy to let you know, that we have established the Central European School of
Playback Theatre, which is in affiliation with the School of Playback Theatre in New York (Jonathan
Fox, director, www.playbackschool.org)
Playback Theatre is an original form of improvisational theatre in which audience or group
members tell stories from their lives and watch them enacted on the spot. Whether in theatres, workshops,
educational or clinical settings, Playback Theatre draws people closer as they see their common humanity.
The Central European School of Playback Theatre offers comprehensive training for playback
theatre for people coming from Central and East European Countries. In this year we offer:

New Book on Playback Theatre
Playing the Other
Dramatizing PPersonal
ersonal Narratives in Pla
yback Theatre
Playback
Nick Rowe
This book is an exploration and critique of ‘playback theatre’, a form of improvised theatre in which a
company of performers spontaneously enact autobiographical stories told to them by members of the
audience.
With more than ten years’ experience as an actor with Playback Theatre York, the author introduces
the reader to the basics of playback theatre within a historical and theoretical context. The history and
development of the form is traced, from its conception in the late 1970s to its subsequent growth
worldwide, and its relationship to the psychodrama tradition from which it has evolved is discussed.
Through an examination of playback performances from the perspectives of performers, ‘tellers’ of
their stories and the audience, the author critically explores the nature, implications and ethics of the
performers’ response to the teller’s experience, how notions of the public and personal are constructed, and the risks involved in improvising a response to a member of the audience’s story.
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Acting Unethical Stories
Kayo Munakata – Playback AZ
Every time we deliver a Playback
Theater performance, I am awed and
touched by the truths and wisdoms of
life revealed in stories told by people
living lives of struggle and routine. One
story calls out another, weaving a
tapestry of stories. As the ninety minute
performance progresses, a sense of unity
is created in the audience; a feeling of
being “glad to be alive” permeates the
entire space. I often feel that as long as
we show trust in the stories that arise
and enact them faithfully, by the end of
the show, everything will have taken care
of itself.
However, although it is rare; there
are times when we can’t entirely trust
the flow of the performance without
providing the occasional intervention.
For example, a teller tells a story, making
insensitive comments about others,
speaking of an unethical act, or using
unethical language in front of the
audience. In these instances, the
playback theater performers on the
stage, as well as the audience are the
witnesses of this process experiencing
uncomfortable and disturbed feelings, and creating nervous
tension in the space. These are the times when our social
responsibilities, knowledge, and skills as a professional Playback
theater company are being challenged.
Playback Theater Company, Playback AZ, provided a series
of four special classes with students in two 12th grade classes
(12 to 13 years old) in an elementary school. The students had
experienced collapse of class discipline, and bullying.The Principal
of the school as well as Vice Principal and the classroom teachers
tried to address the issues through various means. The playback
theater was invited to the school due to the school’s serious
needs and hopes that the children could “understand and
emphasize with others’ pain”, as well as “communicate their
own pain and be an advocate”, and “take appropriate actions
when witnessing bullying, without ignoring the situations”.
In undertaking this process, each Playback AZ member had
to reflect upon and learn the ethics of Playback Theater as stories
of “bullying” were told by children. A story came up where a
teller told “it was fun to pull the chair so that his friend would
fall”. Another story was “even though I hid someone’s shoes, no
one gave me trouble”. These stories were unethical of course,
not merely within a school environment but also just as a story
of social behavior in general.
We were confronted with questionable ethical points of view
as the stories often contrasted those inherent in our values of
Playback Theater. In other words, our dilemma was between

questioning ourselves as PT
practitioners; “Was it OK to enact these
stories?” and valuing the role of PT, which
was to “accept any stories by any teller”.
The student who told the story wherein
“Bullying was fun” needed to be heard
as he told his experience, with innocence
without any reflection, and his
experience needed to be enacted out
without criticism. Each time an unethical
story was told, we were trying to contain
the space and each time was a challenge
for our performance. From this
experience, we have finally arrived at the
nexus of practicing PT with both
focuses: accepting a teller and his or her
story as told, and demonstrating social
responsibilities towards the public. The
following are examples:
As a conductor – being aware of
bringing in the view point of “victim”
after the story told by “the instigator”.
Specifically at the school
performances, a conductor calls out
asking for stories by the person on the
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receiving end of bullying, by saying “who
has experienced being bullied?” In many instances, we seemed
to be able to provide a balance by presenting both sides of the
stories. However, there were times when the students were in
complete silence.At this time, a conductor tried to elicit stories
by asking “If you were the ones being bullied, what would it be
like?” or providing the conductor’s own commentary, such as “
If it was me I would feel sad, angry and lonely, especially if no
one seemed to care.”
As an actor – One of the actors may choose a role that can
communicate an “objective stance” or a “fair and ethical” point
of view.
In the “Pulling a chair is fun” story, the actor who plays a
chair whispers comments such as “That’s not a good idea.” “It’s
better not to do it.” “Are you sure?” “It might hurt him.” “He
got hurt.” “He seems angry.” and/or “He is patient but he looks
like he wants to cry.” In the “Hiding of the Shoes” story, an actor
portraying the stolen shoe could act and communicate. “I am
here. Find me.” “That boy did it.” “It’s terrible.” “You are looking
for me for a long time.” “Can anyone help him find me?” and/or
“How can he go home without me?” It would be important that
actors be cognizant in their acting so that the teller or the
audience did not feel like they were being “lectured” by sticking
to the narrative as delivered in the story.
Practicing Playback Theater often elicits paradox and dilemma
that we can confront by employing varied methods, theatrical
forms, and following complex social policies.
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constantly think of what’s ahead and completing the
story/ workshop along.
Such experience demonstrated not only how the
School could be more accessible to people with
intellectual differences or cognitive understanding, it
opened up a door to a whole new language experience.
What we thought was impossible was proved to be doable. The so called intellectual differences did not trap
anyone in class. In any given class, anyone could feel
inferior or superior to their peers at certain point of the
learning process anyway. Putting my friends up front
with their labels only made it psychologically harder
but not actually more difficult. On the contrary, it forced
us to really look at the offers made on stage and respond
to the offer, not to the cognitive assumptions. The
primitive expression stripped us down to nothing but
our intuition. We had no verbal cues or checking during
our reenactment. Everyone must listen to each other
and really work with each other to deliver the work. It
also made us face our practice in political correctness.
Are we truly honouring each other as human beings or
are we just being political correct?
Of course there were moments of frustrations. We
are not perfect and we shall never be perfect at any given
situations. Yet, isn’t accepting ourselves as who we are
one of life’s greatest lesson anyway? None of us is
perfect anyhow and having a different way of
interpreting cognitive message sure would not make us
less capable or less perfect. When we think about this,
then we realize it’s all up to us to co-create the space.
The leader is the one who is of more awareness. But to
create such space, it actually takes everyone in it to work
with each other.
I have been asked so many times before the trip what
do I think about Chosen Power doing deep stories. How
well do they understand? Could they depict emotions?
Is it possible for them to do ‘magical’ playback? Before
the trip, I always said everything is possible. After the
trip, I would say, nothing is impossible. Of course they
understand and they could do any story because they
are professional playbackers. And at any given moment,
anyone could make mistakes, so would they. The main
thing is, when we make mistakes, we correct them. We

learn from them and then we move on.
My favourite moments this summer: Someone talked
about missing home because war is coming up. Everyone
else began telling moments of missing home and family.
Heng Chi, my friend, told of his feeling about war, “it’s
so cruel. People just fight without listening to each
other. It’s very cruel and sad.” Chung Wing Kin’s
portrayal of an orphan in a story with very strong
feelings towards parents. After I shared my story of
my dead father, Chung Wing Kin told Emily that I was
sad. Later that evening, he shared with me a piece of
meat (which I had to say no because I am a vegetarian.)
Chung Wing Kin was conducting in the Chosen Power
presentation and I was translating for him. At one point,
he was crying with the teller. Later, someone asked me,
“Can a conductor cry? What do you do if you start
crying when you are conducting?” I smiled and said,
“Everyone cries. If you have to cry, then you just have
to cry. The thing is, as the conductor, if you are crying,
maybe you should be prepared that everyone would then
follow your lead and cry. The question is not about the
crying moment. What we should ask is what’s next
after you cry. We are just human and we should remain
one. If doing playback theatre means becoming some
super human who could shield one from emotions when
it comes, I am sure it won’t still be thriving now.” I
think about being a human all the time. We should not
be burden by any limitations but empowered by them
to open up a larger space.
Thus, with much gratefulness to everyone who was
present at the School, witnessing this beautiful summer,
I would like to share with you my learning in the space
for all to be creative.
I think a good leader sure should create one space
like that. Yet I am also inspired to be the one who will
facilitate the creation of it so that everyone is
participating in the creation of the space of their own,
in which they could be creative or not as they wish.
I am so honoured to be invited on the trip to tag
along, translate and learn more about this space that
Chosen Power opened up for all of us. I am forever
grateful to this experience.
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I get to the reason for this sadness? I took a glance at
Kelvin, who was working with this friend a lot, he did
not make any gesture. I asked my friend, “Is it about
work?” He nodded again. I kept fishing, “Were you
being scolded at the workshop today?” He shook his
head. There was a moment of desperation. What could
it be? My mind kept turning and trying to tune in to
his life. Suddenly, out of nowhere, I just said, “So…
was it about friends?” He smiled and nodded. I
continued to fill in the blanks, “you had a fight?” He
nodded. I turned to check with Kwok and this time, he
gave me a smile of assurance. I launched the fluid
sculptures with full confidence. The actors did well and
when we gave it back to him as a present, he looked
content.
What I have learnt from this particular moment was
that it is all about relationship. How do we relate
ourselves as playbackers to our audience? How do we
relate ourselves to people around us? How do we relate
the form to ourselves? When we talk about applications

of playback theatre, we think about who is suitable to
do playback or watch playback. Yet, what could
playback theatre do to let more people enjoy it? What
could playbackers do to make playback theatre more
accessible without losing its integrity?
I had so much fun playing with my friends of Chosen
Power. I learnt so much from them. Their ritual is
unbreakable. The warm ups, the circle and the neutral
position. At the same time they are so playful. They
do not think too hard on getting it right or trying to
impress others with their skills. They do not struggle
to be original nor do they try to show off. They just
want to have fun and genuinely wish to serve their tellers.
They are spontaneous.
Sometimes we worried that they could not
understand “deep stories”. It’s difficult for them, for
instance, to play a character who has just broken up
with a lover when most of them were deprived of the
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need to even fall in love. Yet the feeling of rejection or
sadness is also close to them. As the conductor, we could
support by telling them similar situations that trigger
the same feelings in which they could relate to. Then
with clear offers on stage, they would be able to work
along due to their spontaneous nature.
The trip to New York proved to us that the role of a
support person or a side coach is most important for all
of us to learn about this space that allows everyone to
be creative.
In a familiar workshop setting, all workshop
participants come by themselves. I have seen so many
people from Europe or Asia feeling alienated as well as
struggling hard because of the language. This, on one
hand, seems inevitable since English the pre-requisite
of the School. Yet, it is such a barrier as well. I was
born in the States, brought up in Hong Kong and did
my Master Degree in UK. I have never doubted my
ability to speak and understand English. However, it’s
also difficult when I am emotionally weak or feeling far
away from home. The taste of home is
related so much to the tongue that
sometimes we just wish we could speak our
own language without the burden of trying
to get the right word for every single
expression. For me, the idea of speaking
English points to a certain social level.
Who is materially rich enough to learn a
second language? As we stress so much on
physicality in playback, I always wonder
is there another language we can use? My
experience with my non-verbal friend
prompted me to think about different ways
to conduct people of similar characteristics.
I thought of picture cards with simple and
common situations, characters and
emotions. I thought of inviting the teller
to express first with her/ his body and then
invite the actors to “copy” in their own
interpretation. The limitation placed a challenge in front
of me and at the same time, opened up a door to more
possibilities.
When we first talked about the training in New York,
the first barrier was language. I immediately offered to
translate. In the beginning, I was really just thinking
about translation. As time goes by, I realized translation
for this workshop would not be the same. It should
also mean side coaching - side coaching in the sense that
we are not only providing literal translation but an easier
way to understand instructions or stories. The
supporters need to constantly think of useful references
and relevant information for our friends to be able to
relate to the stories or the exercises. We have to make
sure it’s easy enough for our friends to understand so
they did not need to stop what was going on and try to
think and become lost in the moment. We were
practicing the active listening of a conductor, to

Kayo Munakata:

Epäeettisten tarinoiden näyttelemisestä
(käännös: Minna Hokkanen)
Joka kerran tarinateatteriesityksissämme tunnen
kunnioitusta ja liikutusta elämänviisauksien ja – totuuksien
paljastuessa kamppailujen ja rutiinien kanssa elävien
ihmisten tarinoissa. Yksi tarina kutsuu esiin toisen, syntyy
tarinoiden kudelma. Puolentoista tunnin esityksen edetessä
yleisön joukossa syntyy yhteisyyden tunne; tunne siitä, että
”on ilo olla elossa” läpäisee koko tilan. Minusta tuntuu usein,
että niin kauan kuin me luotamme esiin nouseviin tarinoihin
ja teemme ne uskollisesti, esityksen päättyessä kaikki on
hoitunut kuin itsestään.
Kuitenkin, vaikka se on harvinaista, joskus on hetkiä, jolloin
esityksen virtaan ei täysin voi luottaa, vaan joudumme
hetkittäin puuttumaan siihen. Esimerkiksi; kertoja kertoo
tarinan, jossa hän lausuu epäasiallisia kommentteja muista,
kertoo epäeettisestä toiminnasta, tai käyttää epäeettistä
kieltä yleisön edessä. Näissä tapauksissa niin
tarinateatterinäyttelijät näyttämöllä, kuin myös yleisö tuntevat
olonsa epämukavaksi ja levottomaksi todistaessaan tätä
prosessia; tilaan syntyy hermostunut jännite. On hetkiä,
jotka haastavat sosiaalisen vastuumme, tietomme ja
taitomme tarinateatterin tekijöinä.
Tarinateatteriryhmä AZ järjesti neljän erikoisoppitunnin sarjan
peruskoulun 12. luokan oppilaille (oppilaiden ikä 12 - 13
vuotta). Oppilaat olivat kokeneet luokan kurin murtumisen
ja kiusaamista. Niin koulun rehtori, vararehtori, kuin
luokanopettajatkin olivat yrittäneet lähestyä asiaa eri tavoin.
Tarinateatteriryhmä kutsuttiin kouluun, sillä tarve oli vakava.
Koulu toivoi, että lapset oppisivat ”ymmärtämään ja
myötäelämään toisen kivun”, ”ilmaisemaan oman kipunsa
ja toimimaan puolustajana”, sekä ”ryhtymään toimenpiteisiin
nähdessään kiusaamista, sen sijaan, että he ovat sen
suhteen välinpitämättömiä.”
Jokainen tarinateatteri AZ:n jäsen joutui miettimään ja
opettelemaan tarinateatterin etiikkaa, kun kiusaamistarinat
alkoivat nousta esiin, sillä he olivat sitoutuneet tähän
prosessiin. Eräs tarina kertoi siitä, kuinka oli ”hauskaa vetää
tuoli kaverin alta, niin että se putos.” Toinen tarina kertoi
siitä, kuinka ”mä piilotin kaverin kengät, eikä siitä koitunut
mulle mitään harmia.” Tietenkin nämä tarinat olivat
epäeettisiä, eivät ainoastaan kouluympäristön näkökulmasta,
vaan myös tarinoina yleisestä sosiaalisesta käytöksestä.
Kohtasimme kyseenalaisia eettisiä näkökulmia, sillä tarinat
asettuivat usein vastakkain tarinateatteriin kuuluvien
arvojemme kanssa. Toisin sanoen, ongelmallista oli kysyä
itseltämme tarinateatterin tekijöinä: ”Onko ok näytellä nämä

tarinat?”, ja toisaalta arvostaa tarinateatterin roolia, joka
”hyväksyy kenen tahansa kertojan minkä tahansa tarinan.”
Oppilas kertoi ”kiusaaminen on hauskaa ”- tarinan. Hänen
tarinansa piti tulla kuulluksi, puhtaasti, ilman heijastuksia,
hänen kokemuksensa täytyi toteuttaa näyttämöllä ilman
kriittisyyttä. Joka kerran kun epäeettinen tarina nousi esiin,
me yritimme täyttää tilan, ja jokainen kerta oli
esityksellemme haaste. Tämän kokemuksen pohjalta
olemme päätyneet kahden fokuksen yhteyteen
tarinateatterin harjoittamisessa: hyväksyä kertojan tarina
sellaisena kuin se on, ja osoittaa sosiaalista vastuuta
suhteessa yleisöön. Seuraavassa esimerkkejä:
Ohjaajana – tuoda tietoisesti esiin ”uhrin” näkökulma
”yllyttäjän” tarinan jälkeen.
Erityisesti kouluesityksissä ohjaaja kutsuu esiin niiden
tarinoita, jotka ovat olleet kiusaamisen kohteena kysymällä:
”Ketä teistä on kiusattu?” Monessa tapauksessa näytti siltä,
että pystyimme luomaan tasapainon tuomalla esiin tarinoiden
molemmat puolet. Kuitenkin, oli hetkiä, jolloin oppilaat olivat
täysin hiljaa. Tällaisessa tilanteessa ohjaaja yritti houkutella
tarinaa esiin kysymällä: ”Jos sinua kiusattaisiin, niin millaista
se olisi?”, tai kommentoimalla itse: ”Jos minua kiusattaisiin,
niin olisin surullinen, vihainen ja yksinäinen, etenkin jos
kukaan ei tuntuisi välittävän.”
Näyttelijänä – yksi näyttelijöistä voi valita roolin, joka
kommunikoi ”objektiivisesta asemasta” käsin ja tuo esiin
”reilun ja eettisen” näkökulman.
”Tuolin alta vetäminen on hauskaa” – tarinassa näyttelijä,
joka on tuolin roolissa, voi kuiskailla kommentteja, kuten: ”
Ei oo hyvä idea.” ”Olis parempi jättää tekemättä.” ”Ootko
varma?” ”Siihen voi sattua.” ”Siihen sattu.” ”Se näyttää
vihaselta.” Ja / tai: ”Se on kärsivällinen, mutta näyttää siltä,
että se haluis itkeä.” Kenkienpiilotustarinassa näyttelijä, joka
on kengän roolissa voi näytellä ja kommunikoida. ”Mä olen
täällä. Etsi mut.” ”Toi poika sen teki.” ” Tää on kamalaa.”
”Sä olet etsinyt mua kauan.” ”Voiko kukaan auttaa löytämään
mut?” Ja / tai: ”Miten se pääsee kotiin ilman mua?”
Näyttelijöiden on tärkeää olla tietoisia siitä, että kertojaa ja
yleisöä ei pidä läksyttää, vaan heidän tulee pitäytyä tarinassa
niin kuin se on kerrottu.
Tarinateatterin harjoittaminen nostaa esiin paradokseja ja
ongelmia, jotka voimme kohdata ottamalla käyttöön eri
metodeja, teatterillisia muotoja ja monitasoisia, sosiaalisia
käytäntöjä.
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“The flower is the mind, the seed the performance.”
Zeami Motokiyo (1363-1443) Founder of Noh Theatre in Japan

by Michele Chung, support person of members of Chosen Power
15 September, 2006

Playback Theatre: An Ethical Challenge

I was interested to see in the
December 2005 edition of Interplay (Vol
X. No 2) the emergence of a discussion
on ethics and playback theatre – a field
that has long interested me. The rich
variety of views that were shared
inspired me to want to respond. I liked
Dwight Conquergood’s words quoted
by Nick Rowe that playback theatre can
‘bring self and other together so they
can question, debate and challenge one
another.’ I have sometimes felt that
playback theatre is so much based on
goodwill (and an assumed consensus)
that a challenging debate is not quite
what we do. But the importance of
ethics has encouraged me to take a risk
and to do so I need to assert a position.
So in the spirit of playback friendship,
may I apologise in advance if anything
I say seems to be over-assertive or
obvious (as I cannot know what people
are already doing) and I welcome being challenged in return. I
just wanted to share my experiences and point of view as a
contribution to the debate of working towards best practice.
I’ll begin by considering the ethical context of my work in the
field of community mental health and how that relates to playback
theatre. As a qualified counsellor, I belong to a professional
counselling association with whom I have sought and gained
accreditation for my practice. Being a member of a professional
association means that I have signed up to an ethical framework
within which to contain my practice. In broad terms, that means
that I will endeavour to work in such a way as to not harm the
people that I work with, many of whom are vulnerable and may
become more vulnerable over time as they work towards finding
a way forward. It means that I endeavour to promote honesty in
my clients and stay with their struggle to attain it, which is
something that I can best do by modelling honesty myself. It
means that I will consciously choose not to exploit them in any
way and that I will work within the limitations of my training and
always with the safety of the client and myself in mind. It means
that confidentiality is paramount, and that I will work sensitively
in partnership with other professionals as necessary and also
with an awareness of the impact of the situation on other
individuals not present, particularly children who may be affected.
It means that I subscribe to a hierarchy and submit my work to
regular supervision. Whilst the ethical dimension is effectively a
restriction, it also provides a great deal of freedom for a counsellor
to be creative in their work, because there is a clear frame of
reference and a contained therapeutic setting that gives
confidence to all parties.
Although counselling isn’t entirely dissimilar to playback in
that much of my day consists of a variety of tellers sitting in the
chair opposite and telling their stories, playback theatre operates
in a completely different dimension, yet many of the principles
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outlined above will still apply. An
important difference is that in a public
performance of playback theatre there
is no contract other than the explanation
that audience members need to
participate, because otherwise there is
no performance. While it’s considered
that the ritual of playback theatre will
hold the frame, most people in the
audience won’t know that and there
certainly isn’t confidentiality because
it’s public. It has been my experience
that audiences tend to respond
positively to the goodwill of the
performers in playback theatre, but there
is no guarantee. There will almost
always be people in the audience who
haven’t seen playback before and the
occasional gratuitous story.
So while I agree with Annette Henne
that ‘a loving atmosphere is
transformative for all’, my view of ethics
is contrary to her position that “Ethics has nothing to do with
any moral issues or with rules of behaviour.” No playback
performer worth their salt would set out to harm or exploit a teller,
they would want to hold an awareness of the audience in mind
and constantly be in a reflective state as to what went well and
what needs to be improved upon and what dilemmas need to
brought back to rehearsal. Consequently, the ethics of playback
theatre have everything to do with moral issues and rules of
behaviour, which has been my experience with the playback theatre
that I’ve seen.
Returning to the values in playback theatre that Annette
describes as an inner attitude and defines as respect, honour and
dignity, I’m challenged by her statement that “In playback theatre,
we cannot do anything else than be a benevolent loving mirror.”
What if a teller told a story that conflicted with those core values
of respect, honour and dignity? Once the teller is seated in the
chair there isn’t really any way back and to simply mirror the
story as it’s told would be to risk perpetuating the indignity, lack
of honour and respect which is in itself an ethical dilemma. It may
be that such an enactment would provide the teller with an
opportunity to reflect at a distance and thereby see other
possibilities – maybe? Traditionally, theatre has had a role of
challenging the status quo while reflecting it. If the status quo
were to be simply reflected, then change would not be seen to be
taking place and one of playback theatre’s stated goals is to work
towards promoting social justice, which I interpret to mean, at
the very least, an enhanced tolerance of difference. Playback
actors are then faced with a challenge of staying true to a story
they may find uncomfortable while seeking radical new
perspectives that challenge the status quo – all in the moment –
a challenge indeed!
This brings me to the point raised by Nick Rowe when he
says that “There is always a risk that the difference of the other

In my leadership class in 2004, Jonathan said to us,
“A good leader will create a space that will let anyone be
creative in it.” I hold dear to this advice and have ever
since learnt to think of a more people oriented approach
when I do my playback workshop.
It was one year ago when I thought of asking if my
friends of Chosen Power would like to go and do a
workshop at the School of Playback Theatre in New
York. I just got back from the “Staging Deep Dialogue”
workshop and was pondering a lot on the question,
“What is a deep story?”
Just before that workshop, I did a playback
performance with Chosen Power at the 2nd Conference
for the Mentally Disabled in Hong Kong. It had such a
great impact on me that urged me to revisit my playback
work. We had so many hands up in the hall that day
during the performance. All of them had a story to tell
and wished to be heard. I ended up running around
passing the microphone just for them to tell. What
they had to tell were the deepest stories I have ever heard
in my entire life. All of them picked up the microphone
and spoke into it in full confidence, “My name is xxx. I
like to (swim/ cycle/ do handicrafts, etc).” It was such a
powerful experience. The hall was filled with statements
of self identification. There was no literal story but so
many deep stories were floating around. I was
tremendously touched.
After that, I dived into the Deep Dialogue workshop
and found myself immersed in stories about peace and
war, reconciliation and such. They were, of course,
stories with deep emotions and implications to a whole
new social order. Yet, it did not make my friends’ stories
about their personal interest any smaller.
There comes a time when we all think, “This is it.
This is what I could achieve.” Or “This is my limit.
This is how far I could go.” There is a benchmark for
everything: our educational level, our total household
income, our material achievement, our emotional
quotient, etc.
When we teach, we were asked to assess our students.
I was being requested to tell how my students are doing
constantly. Do they have potential? Are they willing
to learn? Are you sure they could do better than this?
Is there any more room to improve? These questions
popped up everyday from different kinds of people, with
one exception. When I go and teach in “special schools,”
schools that are made for children and young people with

different abilities, the teachers or the parents would
mostly said, “It’s so nice of you to come and teach them,
knowing they won’t make any progress anyway.” Or
“You could try but don’t be discouraged if they are not
responding. It’s their problem, not yours.” Almost no
one believes that these special talented people could do
anything artistic, but I do. I do, because I remember
what Jonathan said, “A good leader will create a space
that will let anyone be creative in it.” So I strived for
that space to be created. I worked with my participants
to find out what is necessary to provide them such space,
the space where they could be creative in it.
I started talking to people around me who have the
same vision. Emily was working very closely with my
friends of Chosen Power. When I told her about my
thoughts of advance playback training for my friends,
Emily said, “Why not?” We started planning. I hosted
a workshop doing playback with them. They invited a
few new friends who did not know playback before and
I met Kelvin (another support person in this trip), who
was accompanying his friends in the workshop. We soon
learnt more about this space. With everyone’s
differences despite the same “label”, we managed to help
discover each other’s strengths and weaknesses through
exercises and games. We experimented together and I
took a big step in my conducting. I worked with this
friend who is basically non-verbal. The first time he
met me, he pulled out his sock to introduce himself to
me because his name is written on it. He responded to
my verbal instructions in the exercises and was doing
great all the time. Yet he had never told anything in the
workshop. I was aware of it and had been thinking
hard. How could I include him in the telling process?
How could I create this space for him to tell and also be
creative in the telling? It was a stretch for me as I am
always such a verbally driven person.
The next week when we were doing fluid sculptures
as warm up, I decided I have to give it a try. Thus I
asked him, “Are you happy today?” He was looking at
me, smiling. I said, “Are you happy?” He did not say
anything. Then I asked again, “Are you unhappy?”
What was supposed to be a “routine” checking question
became crucial at this point. He nodded. To my surprise,
I immediately double checked by asking the two
questions again and again in different orders. He kept
indicating he was not happy that day. So I knew he
understood my question. Then I asked myself, how could
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ભഏհள

࠱ᄅԺၦګة
30/8/2006

ࠩోપՂ Playback ᓰ࿓Δ֖ࣛהࠡٵԫᏘՂᓰΔ֣۫ڶΕףஞՕΕۥא٨Εݦᢊچ
ऱ֖ࣛΔᎁᢝৰڍᄅ֖ࣛΕֲֲՂᓰΔԾ۞աྦڰ塊ΔੑΔٵழ࣋ᖂ৵Δᝫܗ
EmilyΕ՛ᘷΕEstherΕࠅഏݺٵΔ࠱۩ΔRaymond ᇖᓰΔڂݺଚᢝ֮Δլव۔ஃᎅ
չᏖΔܗଚཙݺଚΕᇞᤩΖݺଚຟᤚৰఒଐΔլመৰၲ֨Δݺڂᇢ֧ᏆΔ
ݺ܀ᝑլړΔݦඨאױ٦ࠄړΔվװڻՂഘΔشԱৰڍᙒΔᖲปຑᖂ၄ΔٵሿشΔ१
ࠐܘԺՠΔᝫაΔڶڕᖲᄎຟݦඨലࠐאױ٦ᤉᥛᖂΖ
࠱ᄅԺၦʳ 2006  ڣ7 ִ 9-10 ֲʳ ։ࠆ֨ᜢ
EstherΕةΕ႑ᐝᅛΕ՛ᘷՠ – ܽ܂ભഏհள
ة
2006  ڣ9 ִ 2 ֲ
ڰ塊 ੑ֫ᖲ ᤺ץʳ ጕᤚʳ ᓋလʳ ᓼփʳ ᠪကʳ ੑᖹʻ࠱ʳ ഏʳ ʼʳ ՛ᘷ։ࠆٌੌ֨ᜢ
۔ஃ֫ʳ ՛ᘷఎ֨ʳ ੑᖹʳ
ʳ
ףஞՕʳ ֣۫ʳ ᎁᢝᄅ֖ࣛʳ ભഏʳ ՠܽ܂ʳ ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣ⅘ʳ ଉཽోקપʳ տฯ۞աʳ խࢍ
᠏ʳ ֧Ꮖʳ ଃᑗஃʳ ᚥ۩࠱ܗհʳ ᛀಘʳ ዝʳ ܛᘋᏣʳ ააʳ ᦰΰةԫٵ႑ᐝᅛαଇ
ढʳ ֽ࣠ʳ ՛ᘷʳ ఎ֨ΰةΕ႑ᐝᅛα۔ஃ֫ʳ ࠱ᄅʳ ֖ࣛʳ ʳ
ʳ
ʳ ˚̅˴́˷ ీ߫־ʳ اʳ ࠱۩հʳ ՛ᘷʳ ഏΰ˘̆̇˻˸̅Ε႑ᐝᅛʳ ةαʳ ՛ᘷʳ ᖲʳ ᖲʳ
ᖂீΰ՛ᘷՠܽ܂αഏʳ ʳ ࠱ʳ ʳ ʳ
ʳ
ભഏհள֣Փ ˠ˘ˡʳ ΰ՛ᘷʳ ሏᚭʳ ՠܽ܂ʳ ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣα՛ᘷʳ ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣʳ ˩ ݮᖏၷΰՕ
ٽഀαʳ ֧Ꮖΰ՛ᘷαʳ ߫ʳ ʳ ࠱ᄅԺၦʳ ృʳ ֽ࣠ʳ ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣʳ ܘԺʳ ዝΰᖲᕴα
ؚቔΰ࠱۩հଃᑗஃαʳ ఎ֨ʳ ՛ᘷʳ ՠܽ܂ʳ ʳ
ʳ
ᖲʳ ଉཽʳ קʳ ోપʳ ։ࠆʳ ᖲʳ 堩ʳ ֽ࣠ʳ ృʳ ʳ
ʳ
ՠܽ܂ʳ ۔ஃʳ ఎ֨ʳ ം՛ᘷʳ ࠱۩հʳ ᛀಘʳ ఎ֨।ዝʳ
ʳ

ᐜఴ Gail ֲسᄎʳ ࠱ᄅԺၦʳ ڰ塊ʳ ᦰʳ School of Playback Theatreʳ ࠱ʳ Estherʳ ഏʳ
ʳ ʳ ՛ᘷʳ ႑ᐝᅛ

*ةհಖᖋֱګิڗ֮ڤׂطڤΔאՂ֮ᅃᙕΰ܂ᔞၦଥृᦰܗ࠰אإᔹᦰα
Ι
ࠡխࢬ༼֗Գढृ۩ٵΔᚨࠡోڇપؑ၉ᙊܿऱધ࢚ᕻխࠩऱቹቝΖ

person will be eradicated in our performances that well-intentioned
empathy becomes oppressive ‘colonization’ of the other.” Clearly
the purpose of playback theatre is not to re-mould the bad world
of social injustice (which could be seen as being everywhere)
into our own image of the higher good, but to provide an
opportunity for change through the enactment of the teller’s story
from another angle. If we return to Annette’s concept of ethics
as “a matter of the heart, an open heart”, we are faced with the
question of what does that actually mean in practice? “Heart” is
really a metaphor for openness, acceptance and the universal
human quality of emotion, which I call the community of human
feelings – a universal meeting place.
I want to avoid the trap of operating on a political level or as
Nick says, refuse or resist the idea that ‘we all the same really’.
Clearly we are not all the same and are, as Levinas puts it,
“unknowable and ungraspable”, but in my view that is mainly
because it is our differences that are apparent and not our
similarities. I do not share Nick’s view that “The notion of
universality always eradicates difference and usually replaces it
with the images and discourse of the dominant ideology.” In
response, it could be argued that the dominant ideology in
playback theatre is perhaps too left-wing, a statement that does
not imply an immediate polarity, but just another perspective. It
does feel to me that we have gone too far in the West in promoting
communities over community and in doing so, have reinforced
difference and sacrificed connection.
I believe that the key to working with universality is to look
for the feeling in the story and to simply and honestly play that,
then the story remains open to other audience members, while
honouring the teller. Tuning into our emotional responses to the
story as much as to the content as we listen would be a good way
of linking with the teller. Uta Hagen (page 166) says that “To find
genuine, electrified action you have to endow your relationships
with all the elements that constitute a specific relationship and
make yourself vulnerable to these elements.” It is in the feeling
underlying the story that we find the teller’s vulnerability and
their playful or wilful inner child (or whatever kind of child it is
that gets us into trouble!). I feel that stories are often told because
they are unfinished in some way and it can often be that it is not
being sure how we feel about it that is unfinished. If a teller is
touched by the feeling in the story then perhaps the omissions
(that can’t easily be played) won’t be so apparent or as important
as the teller will have been reached.
This is something that I felt intuitively after many years of
reading translations of classical Chinese poetry and being able
to relate deeply to the poem without really needing to know why.
I loved those old Chinese poems for their striking imagery and
strong sense of place. The plain and direct images helped me to
visualise the setting of ancient China familiar from pictorial art.
But my appreciation of the poem didn’t depend upon me
visualising ancient China, a place forever inaccessible to me.
Actually ancient China can stand as a metaphor for what is
unknowable and ungraspable in the other. My appreciation
depended on the authenticity of my connection to the emotion in
the poem. As I understand it, these old Chinese poems work
through an archetypal transference as in this anonymous poem,
which is some 2000 years old and translated by Kenneth Rexroth
(page 14):
Night without end. I cannot sleep.
The moon blazes overhead.
Far off in the night I hear someone call.
Hopelessly I answer, “Yes.”
By archetypal I mean what is common to us all. Everything in
that poem is archetypal: the sleepless night, the bright moon, the
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distant voice and the feeling that is being expressed: the sense of
longing and the loneliness of the author. However, it’s the
author’s anonymity that brings us to the heart of the matter. The
author’s personality, gender, status and circumstances do not
come into it. We are not provided with an opportunity for
judgement. We are simply engaged with the feeling. What has
lived on through the centuries, and makes that poem as real today
as it was when it was written, is the feeling that is shared – the
emotional bond between human beings. The point is not, who
we are, but what we are and that poem unites us in our longing
and in our loneliness, so familiar at times to us all. In playback
theatre, the teller is often unknown to us, therefore anonymous,
and a unity through human feeling can transcend that which is
unknowable and the ungraspable in the other.
Ethically, I believe that it’s that emotional bond that needs to
be protected to avoid us slipping into a potentially divisive
‘political’ position that could compromise the openness of
playback to all comers, no matter what their politics might be.
Whilst it may be appropriate for those involved in playback to
hold a political position, the risk is one of subtly imposing an
agenda or trying to force change. We also risk at times being
secretly angry at a teller (therefore resistant) for their apparent
materialism and competitiveness or other values eschewed in
playback theatre. Why should a playback actor be willing to
make themselves vulnerable for a teller whose values they eschew?
As playback is community theatre, I believe that ethically it needs
to mean just that: community – a universal meeting place.
Playback theatre promotes connection and if trusted as a
neutral value rather than a political value then the connection
could be more fluid and avoid the risk of playback becoming
dogmatic. Of course, much to my regret, politics can’t ultimately
be avoided because if we are talking about doing things in a
different way, then that’s a political position and discussing
politics in playback theatre is a topic for another time and probably
another author.
So I would like to draw my contribution to a close by
considering the question of integrity raised by Jonathon Fox and
his experience of someone attempting to teach playback with
only minimal training. It seems to me that this would only be
unethical if that person had agreed not to do so in advance. Not
everyone that is interested in playback or learns some basic skills
will share its values or even see it as anything more than another
form of improvised theatre. I have made a conscious choice to
adopt the values and mission statement of IPTN by becoming a
member and that’s an ethical choice. When I formed a playback
company at my place of work, I was able to secure some funding
to support the company’s development. The first thing that I did
apart from buy some cloth was to ask Veronica Needa to become
the company’s mentor and the second was to join IPTN as a
company. The funding allowed us to invite Veronica down on
two occasions. My thinking behind this was not just because I
felt insecure and needed support. But also so that the people
that I was training could see that what I had been doing was
confirmed and enlarged upon by an outsider and wasn’t just
something of my own invention. I was also able to show myself
being supervised on the spot and that I had submitted to a
hierarchy and was not above criticism. Most importantly it gave
my group a sense of belonging to a larger playback community,
something that wouldn’t have been so evident otherwise.
Getting back to ethics, perhaps the ownership of playback
theatre needs to be reclaimed. It may be that the use of the term
“Playback Theatre” should be a registered trademark in the case
of companies offering public performances and dependant upon
membership of IPTN. This returns me to my comparison with
counselling. I first started counselling in the context of being a
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hospice volunteer. I soon became aware that the basic
bereavement training provided by the hospice was insufficient
so I began the long journey towards my present position. If
playback theatre is to become firmly grounded ethically, then the
probable answer is that it should become increasingly
professional. That doesn’t diminish the concept of the citizen
actor, just asks that the concept be taken seriously by everyone
who wants to be involved, similar to my development from
volunteer counsellor to accredited professional. My mid-life
career change to becoming a counsellor and my involvement
with playback theatre have accompanied the most conscious
and growthful period of my life – something that I remain
profoundly grateful for. I want to protect all of these things and
working within an ethical framework enables them to be protected.
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Polku kohti rehellisyyttä
Olen viime aikoina pohtinut sanaa ”rehellisyys”. Useimmille se merkitsee
jonkinlaista vilpittömyyttä. Kun rehellinen ihminen löytää kadulta lompakon,
hän yrittää etsiä sen omistajan, eikä ota lompakosta rahoja itselleen.
Rehellisyys näyttäisi myös olevan epäsuorasti yhteydessä mielihyvän
tavoitteluun. Jos et ole rehellinen, sinulla ei ole ”selkärankaa”, annat
helposti periksi rahanhimolle, vallanhimolle, kuuluisuudentavoittelulle – jopa
toisen ihmisen kustannuksella. Kun ajattelen asiaa enemmän, rehellisyys
liittyy myös käsitykseen itsestä. Rehellisyys johtaa polulle kohti korkeampaa
hyvää. Jotta tämä voisi tapahtua, tarvitsemme käsityksen omista
rajoistamme. Suhteeni rakastettuuni ei perustu rehellisyyteen, ellei minulla
ole käsitystä omista rajoistani. Äiti, joka ei ymmärrä rajaa itsensä ja
lapsensa välillä, ei näe lapsen yksityiskirjeiden lukemisessa mitään väärää.
Tarinateatterin eräs piirre on, että se edellyttää rehellisyyttä. Uskon,
että se myös opettaa rehellisyyttä. Kuinka niin? Tarinateatteri näyttää jo
määritelmästään käsin vaativan tekijöiltään itsetuntemusta ja vastustavan
itsetyytyväisyyttä. Tarinateatterissa meidän täytyy jatkuvasti kyetä
tekemään ero itsemme ja toisten välillä. Esimerkiksi näyttelijöinä me
kuuntelemme kertojaa ja saamme impulssin, kuinka näytellä hänen
tarinansa; syntyykö tämä impulssi todella kertojan tarinasta vai perustuuko
se vain meidän omiin juttuihimme? Näyttämöllä toimimme yhdessä muiden
näyttelijöiden kanssa; työskentelenkö todella yhdessä heidän kanssaan,
jotta tarina saisi täyttymyksensä, vai hakeudunko tiedostamattani
keskinäyttämölle, koska haluni tulla yleisön rakastamaksi on niin suuri?
Suostunko ohjaajana todelliseen vuorovaikutukseen kertojan kanssa saadakseni tarinan esiin, vai manipuloinko prosessia
nauttiakseni vallasta ja näyttääkseni itse tärkeältä?
Myös kertojat kohtaavat rehellisyyden haasteen. Tarinateatterin tekijöinä aistimme heti, kunnioittaako kertoja esiin
nousevaa tarinaa, nöyrtyykö hän sen edessä, vai sortuuko hän itsetyytyväisenä johonkin sadoista manipulaation ja
huomiontarpeen keinoista.
Kokemukseni mukaan tarinateatteriprosessi tuo rehellisyyttä myös ryhmän elämään – ainakin silloin kun prosessiin
sitoutuneet yksilöt ovat sille avoimia. Esimerkiksi, vakiintuneen ryhmän päätöksentekoa siivittää keskinäinen ymmärrys,
sillä he ovat oppineet rehellisesti neuvottelemaan ja ottamaan huomioon sekä omat, että toisten toiveet. Yhdessä he
kulkevat kohti korkeampaa hyvää.
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Playback Theatre
by Raymond Hui Wai Man, Member of Chosen Power
17 August, 2006
This is my first time to take up the role of team leader in the Chosen Hamlet
Overseas Study Group. We learnt the form “Narrative V” in class. We also
learnt how to do opening of shows, how to be a conductor, movement and
dance. I realised that team spirit, working with each other and supporting
with each other is a must in playback theatre. It’s also important not to
discuss about the stories we shared within the form and not to give or
receive gifts as a result of the sharing. I am pleased to have met Simon, a
friend from UK, who taught me how to say “Good morning, how are you?” in
British sign language. I also taught him how to say “Nei Ho Ma?” (How are
you in Cantonese)
I have learnt how to be with friends from different countries in class and
speak softer to my mates from Hong Kong. The most memorable thing was
when I first told my story in class. It took me a very long time to think
about what to tell. Besides telling, I also got the opportunity to become the
conductor when we were performing for each other in class. I was very
happy and satisfied about it. The Hudson River Playback Theatre performance
helped me to consolidate my learning in class. When I performed at the open
house performance in Vassar, I learnt that not only I need to improve my
movement, the movement has to be in tune with what is happening on stage
too. We planned to perform in the open house show together in the same
team. Yet in the end, only Heng Chi and myself went out to perform. Wing
King and Esther stayed as audience. I felt I have missed a partner but I was
also glad that Wing King got to watch more.
I need to learn to slow down after listening to the full story. Instead of
rushing into scenes and start acting right away, I need to watch and follow
my fellow players. This helped me to make less mistakes and be more sure
about the offers my partners are giving me. I should respond accordingly.
My partners and I would argue sometimes but we also made up quite soon
and forgot about the whole thing afterwards. Sometimes when I was too tired
I would ignore my support person. However, I would talk to her again later
and listen to her translation for me. My support person is Michele and I
hope I could be more focussed in listening so that I could improve.
On Tuesday July 18, I thought I could do it on my own without my support
person. I soon discovered that it’s not quite possible. Luckily, my support
person immediately translated for me again and saved me from making
mistakes. During the certificates presentation, Jonathan Fox said to us, We
have already finished the knowledge of the playback book. I wish we could
all continue to keep the spirit of playback and use it in more meaningful
ways. We should never give up easily. I wish also to continue spreading the
spirit of playback. To make progress, I shall learn about different ways of
expression and read more books about playback. In the end, we realised that
Wing King, Kate and I were all wearing green tee-shirts. Since Kate had her
camera with her, we decided to take a picture together.

played in Hong Kong before. I was most impressed by the form “Narrative V.”
I think I have made progress in communicating with my support person and
I wish I could learn more communication skills.
Trip to USA by Chung Wing Kin
30 August, 2006

We went to New York to take the playback class. There were other friends
in class. They were from Brazil, Canada, Israel, Greece, etc. We met a lot of
new friends, went to class every day. We also had to make our own
breakfast and do our own laundry. We need our support persons Emily,
Michele, Esther and Kelvin to work with us at night. We all felt very tired
but very happy. I tried to be the conductor but I did not speak well enough.
I wish I could do better. I spent a lot in this trip. I will have to work very
hard to return the money for the air ticket, tuition fees and pocket money to
my mom. If there is another chance, I would still like to continue to learn
more in the future.
Chosen Power July 9-10, 2006 Sharing
Esther, Chung Wing Kin, Emily and Michele’s trip to
workshop in USA
2 September, 2006

Breakfast Hand dryer Bread Sleep Vegetables Pork Shower (Cheuk, Kwok
and Raymond) Michele sharing her story Body language by teacher Pay
attention to Michele Shower
Canada/ Brazil / Met new friends / USA Workshop / Playback Theatre / Hong
Kong—Taipei—New York / Introducing ourselves / High, middle and low /
Change/ Conductor / Musician / Help Cheuk Heng Chi / Evaluation / Actor /
Improvisation / Mom / Studying (Chung Wing Kin and Emily) / Food / Fruits /
Michele /Pay attention (Chung Wing Kin and Emily) / Body language by
teacher / Chosen Power / Friends
Firemen / Grand Central Station / Raymond Hui, Cheuk Heng Chi, Michele,
Kwok, Esther, Emily Fung, Chung Wing Kin / Michele / Airport / Driver / School
(Michele’s workshop) / Kwok, Hui, Cheuk, Chung – Firemen
Men in bus / (Michele, Game, Workshop, Playback Theatre) / Michele
Playback Theatre / Narrative V (Chorus) / Conducting (Michele translates)
Car / Chosen Power / Noodles / Fruits / Playback Theatre / Work hard
Actor (Machine) / Drumming (Heng Chi as musician) / Pay attention
Michele / Workshop

/
/
/
/

Airport: Hong Kong, Taipei, New York / Sharing / Airport / Rice / Fruits /
Noodles
Workshop: Teacher / Pay attention / Cheuk Heng Chi / Evaluation / Pay
attention to performance

The Trip to USA by Cheuk Heng Chi
30 August, 2006

Gail’s birthday party/ Chosen Power / Breakfast / Studying / School of
Playback Theatre / Cheuk, Esther, Kwok, Hui, Chung, Michele, Emily Fung

Owing to language issue, our trip to take playback course in USA called for
translation support from our support persons. However, we were all so
exhausted because of the intensive training. It was very hot, too. Sometimes
I would misunderstand my support person and did not do so well in class.

*This second article of Chung Wing Kin is extracted from his learning journal.
We have kept the original presentation with minor alternations so as to help
readers to read. It represented his way of memorization and documentation
of events. For instance, the mentioning of firemen would have been aroused
by the sight of the mural at the WTO site in which it depicted how firemen
were saving lives during 911. Names that were mentioned were people who
traveled with him or whom he has met on this trip.

There were a lot of friends of different nationalities in class. Other than the
language differences, there was not any other problem. Most of the time we
were communicating through body languages or simply by working with each
other. I have learnt a lot of skills and games. There were games I have
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Kun tarinateatteri jatkaa kasvuaan ja muuttuu moni-ilmeisemmäksi, sen piiriin tule yhä enemmän ihmisiä, joiden
käsitys rehellisyydestä ei ole kovin kehittynyt. Tämä ei ole tuomio. Kasvatuksessamme, tai sen puutteessa, on monia
tekijöitä, jotka voivat johtaa tähän tilanteeseen. Suurin tekijä on ehkä nyky-yhteiskunnan materialistinen ja kilpailuhenkinen
arvojärjestelmä. Itse asiassa vain harvat meistä kasvavat elämään rehellisyyden ja suoraselkäisyyden hengessä. Tässä
mielessä tarinateatteri ja sen opetukset asettuvat vastakkain modernin elämän ytimen kanssa – olla hengessä antelias,
asettaa kertoja oman itsen edelle, jakaa näyttämö muiden esiintyjien kanssa, olla nöyrä tarinoidemme mysteerin edessä.
Voi olla, että tarinateatteri rehellisyyden välineenä on sen piirteenä yhtä tärkeä, kuin tarinateatteri teatterina, ja myös syy
sen kestävään vetovoimaan.
Tällä esipuheella tahdon ottaa esiin kaksi erityistä eettistä ongelmaa, jotka tt - yhteisön piirissä kohtaamme.
Ensimmäinen koskee kollegojen välisiä suhteita. Reagoimme usein tunteella muihin tt-ryhmiin ja yksittäisiin tekijöihin.
Tunnemme kateutta, ylenkatsetta, kilpailunhalua. Nämä tunteet saattavat olla väistämättömiä. Niiden mukaan toimiminen
on kuitenkin vastoin rehellisyyden vaatimusta ja saattaa johtaa epäeettiseen käytökseen. Kun osoitamme julkisesti
kunnioitusta tt-kollegojamme kohtaan, toimimme myönteisesti ja eettisesti. Se tarkoittaa, että kerromme heille
toiminnasta, joka vaikuttaa heihin. Se tarkoittaa, että konsultoimme heitä asioista, jotka koskevat molempia ryhmiä. Se
merkitsee, että kunnioitamme heidän älyllistä pääomaansa.
Suoraselkäisesti ja rehellisesti toimiminen naapuriryhmää kohtaan on erityisen haastavaa silloin, kun he eivät toimi
samoin meitä kohtaan. Tällaisessa vaikeassa tilanteessa pidämme kiinni eettisestä käytöksestä, suojaten samalla itseämme,
ja omaisuuttamme parhaamme mukaan.
Tarinateatterin edelleen monimuotoistuessa emme voi olettaa, että jokainen uusi tulija on läpikotaisin rehellisyyden ja
suoraselkäisyyden kyllästämä. Siksi tuen voimakkaasti ajatusta, että IPTN:n sivuilla nostetaan näkyville julkilausuma
eettisestä toimintatavasta. Se antaa selkeät suuntaviivat niitä tarvitseville.
Tärkeintä eivät kuitenkaan ole käytöstavat, vaan suhteiden luomisen korostaminen. Siellä, missä tarinateatteriryhmät
kokoontuvat vuosittaisiin tapaamisiin, kehittyy pohja eettisille suhteille, koska näitä suhteita ruokkii aika. Kun vietämme
aikaa yhdessä, kuuntelemme toistemme tarinoita. Koska olemme oppineet tuntemaan toisemme, se kannustaa meitä
löytämään ratkaisun mihin tahansa ongelmaan, mikä taas edistää yhteistä hyvää. Päämäärämme kollegiaalisissa suhteissa
muuttuu samanlaiseksi, kuin päämäärämme näyttämöllä – työskentelemme yhdessä tehdäksemme laajemman tarinan
näkyväksi. Tästä syystä tuen voimakkaasti paikallisia tapaamisia.
Toinen huoli liittyy niihin vasta-alkajiin, jotka luulevat tietävänsä enemmän kuin oikeasti tietävät. Esimerkiksi:
luokanopettaja osallistuu kahden päivän tarinateatterin johdantokurssille. Myöhemmin kurssin ohjaaja kuulee, että opettaja
tekee tarinateatteria oppilaidensa kanssa. Ohjaaja tuntee olonsa epämukavaksi, sillä hän tietää, että tämä opettaja ei
hallitse tarinateatteria riittävästi voidakseen opettaa sitä vastuullisesti ja turvallisesti. Ohjaaja tuntee syyllistyneensä
epäeettiseen toimintaan. Hän ylenkatsoo opettajaa, joka ei ole ymmärtänyt, kuinka paljon aikaa vakaan tarinateatteriidentiteetin rakentaminen vaatii.
Parempi toimintatapa olisi kärsivällisesti ruokkia suhdetta tähän opettajaan, jotta hän ymmärtäisi lisäkoulutuksen
tarpeellisuuden. Samalla mielestäni on hyvä ajatus, että alkeiskurssin päätteeksi jaetaan selvitys eettisistä käytännöistä,
ehkä lähdeluettelon liitteenä. Tämä selvitys toimisi varoituksena liian nopeasta etenemisestä tarinateatterin
harjoittamisessa. Pohjan pitää olla tarpeeksi vakaa toiminnan kaikilla osa-alueilla.
(Koulun kotisivuilla on tällainen selvitys, joka on suunnattu akateemisesti koulutetuille, kts. ”Kirje opettajille”)
Yhteenvetona ehdotan kahta käytännön toimenpidettä – julkilausuma kollegiaalisesta etiikasta IPTN:n kotisivuilla ja
selvitys vasta-alkajille jaettavaksi johdantokurssien päätteeksi lähdeluettelon liitteenä.
Ytimessään tarinateatteri ilmentää eettistä toimintatapaa. Se vaatii meiltä rehellisyyttä joka käänteessä. Se myös
opettaa meille rehellisyyttä ja osoittaa tien kohti korkeampaa hyvää.
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posture.

ԫයຏᖞ٤Գհሁ
֮ΚЯᙥՓΗપஞ
ΚЯ႓ᙩ㠮
່२ݺԫऴڇ৸ەԫଡڗΚᖞ٤Գ(Integrity)Ζኙ࣍ՕڍᑇԳࠐᎅΔຍଡזڗ।ψᇨ
ኔωΖࠏڕΚԫଡᇨኔऱԳڇဩՂਕࠩᙒץΔהЯڔᄎঅఎᙒڶࢬץΔܘԺ؈ढ༈ބढ
Ζᖞ٤Գຍଡٍڗၴ൷چፖψየߩωڶᣂΖૉԫଡԳլየߩΔຍଡԳᄎشጐٺጟֱ
ऄΔլ൦ٚ۶זᏝࠐ༈ޣತ༄ΕᦞټࢨܓᥩΖᅝݺ٦Կ৸ၦΔᖞ٤Գፖψ۞ݺრᢝωڶ
ՕᣂຑΖᖑڶᖞ٤Գრ࠺ထಳޣሐᐚݙየΔڇݳᝬޓٻޓભऱቼΖྥۖሒࠩ
ຍଡؾऱΔݺଚؘႊवሐ۞ա܂ଡԳऱᒵڇୌᇙΖݺڕլᄎݺᇿܑԳհၴऱ
ᒵΔ߷ݺ༉լױ౨ᇿࢬფऱԳ৬ݙمᖞۖൈऱᣂএΖԫଡլवሐ۞ݺᒵऱئᘣΔլࣔ
ڔػᇿհၴऱૻΔᅝྥլᄎᤚᦰऱߏԳॾٙڶᏖሐᐚംᠲΖ
ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣᏁፖृࠠໂᖞ٤ԳΙݺઌॾΔᏣٵழٍඒᖄፖृڕ۶৬م،Ζ
չᏖຍᑌᎅΛڂԫԳԫਚࠃᏣऱءᔆ༉ਢޣፖृڇመ࿓խᇨኔ૿ኙ۞աΔ࣋Հ
۞աࢬᏁऱየߩტΖڇᏣխΔݺଚᆖൄඕტ࣍۞ա֗הԳᏁऱ։ΖࠏڕΚᅝ܂ݺ
ዝแᦫਚࠃ৵Δᄎאรԫ֘ᚨࠐዝᢂᇠਚࠃѧѧຍଡܛழऱᓢ೯ਢܡ౨ڕኔ֘ਠᎅਚ
ࠃृऱ֨ᜢΔᝫਢਊᅃݺଚ۞աאऱᆖ᧭ࠐዝᢂΛڇՂΔᅝݺᏁፖࠡהዝჸ
ழΔݺਢܡ౨࠰ԺፖהԳ܂ٽΗאીނਚࠃ।ሒࡵΙᝫਢڇᑨრᢝᦀࠌՀΔڶრྤრհ
ၴྐඨګፘխ֨Δא࠷ᨠฒऱფᚮΛ܂Δݺ౨ܡటኔچፖᎅਚࠃृ֨ᨋტ
ຏΔᨃਚࠃאᒔ֊چแᦫΙᝫਢڇᖙ൳։ࠆመ࿓Δࠆ࠹߷ٝ༳൳ՕݝऱᦞԺΔડ᧩۞
աऱૹࢤΛ
ᎅਚࠃृٵᑌ૿ኙᖞ٤ԳຍޣࠐऱਗᖏΖ܂ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣՠृ܂Δڇᎅਚࠃृ
։ࠆழΔݺଚᄎඕᔲ࣍הЯڔᎅਚࠃऱ೯ᖲΔਢڇղࡎسਚࠃԫٝ༇ૹΙᝫਢڇየߩ۞
աΔٺڤٺאᑌֱऄࠐܑ֧ܮԳऱࣹრΔࢨਢྐඨԫٝᖙ൳ԺၦΖ
ൕݺଡԳᆖ᧭ࠐᎅΔᅝޢԫଡቸ᧯ຟࡖᇨ૿ኙ۞աழΔԫԳԫਚࠃᏣঁ౨ᇠቸ᧯ᓿղ
ԫଡᖞ٤ٻ৫ΖࠏڕΚګڇᑵऱቸ᧯խΔᅝޢԫଡԳຟ౨ᇨኔ૿ኙ۞աऱཚඨΔ༇ૹהԳ
ऱრᣋΔࠀࡖᇨנ܂چಘᓵΔאᔆైऱႃ᧯٥ᢝࠐࡳެ܂ழΔຍଡቸ᧯ऱګ༉౨㿽
֫ᝬޓٻޓભऱቼΖ
ᅝԫԳԫਚࠃᏣլឰګ९ۖ᧢ڍց֏ழΔৰڍଡܑᏣፖृאڶԫଡݙᖞԳࠐ
ᇨኔ૿ኙᏣऱ࿇୶ΖຍլਢԫଡܒޅΖݺڇଚऱඒߛ᧯ࠫխڶৰڍऱᙑ؈ΙࢨΔ່Օ
ऱైڂਢזषᄎऱढᔆᆠ֗ךየᤁञऱᏝଖߓอᖄીվ֚ຍଡ૿ݝΖࠃኔՂΔৰ֟Գ
ൕ՛ඒᖄመԫଡࠠໂᖞ٤ԳऱسΖൕຍֱ૿ࠐᎅΔԫԳԫਚࠃᏣڇזषᄎխ
ॊಭੌۖՂऱٚ೭ΔࡅᩃԳଚ࿇ཀካ༩壄壀ѧѧᎅਚࠃृუ٣࣍۞աΔᑗ࣍ፖࠡה
ዝ։ࠆהԳऱؾ٠ࣹီΔךڇየݎऱਚࠃছᝐ࠲۞աΖ

ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣೈԱਢԫଡᏣڤݮ؆Δޓਢԫଡං೯ᖞ٤ԳऱտΔຍٍਢ۶ڔ౨
ਁՆچԳհૉ㖋ऱڂΖ
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For the July 2006 Practice Course in New York, If one thinks
only a person with very good English and Chinese can serve
the purpose, then one has to think twice. What is the
meaning of education? What is the meaning of learning?
So this has been only a 10-day experience of the supporterlearner experiential model in the Playback School. What
and where will it lead us to? Can we apply the Universal
Design Principles in ALL our learning contexts? How do we
adopt the Universal Design Principles in the teaching and
facilitating process? There are still lots of new tracks and
trails for us to explore. We humbly invite those who are
interested to venture to the unknown and join hands with
one another. Let us appraise the celebration of diversity and
the fruits of inclusive learning.
Reference:
1997 NC State University, The Center for Universal Design

From Kate Ayers, who attended Practice at the
School of Playback Theatre this summer at Vassar College
My eyes were opened this last summer. I live in the United States where we claim equality for all yet we live in complete
segregation. I was so fortunate to have the opportunity to be in a class where ability was not a prerequisite for equality. I am
left with the challenge of incorporating that in my everyday life.
This was the first true opportunity for me to be a member of a group comprised of different intellectual abilities. Yet in this
classroom, we all were on a level playing field.
We set goals together and encouraged each other. We all had a voice, not only as a larger group, but in small groups as well.
This was the biggest blessing for me. I spent time with someone that I rarely would ever have the opportunity to be with. We
listened to each other and asked questions of each other. This allowed for deeper understanding of the whole person.
I very quickly realized that the feelings, fears, goals, triumphs that were being expressed by the members of Chosen Power
were mine as well. On that level we were truly equal. I was also afraid that “no one would want to be in my group”, no one
would want to “play with me”, or listen to me. We were feeling the same, yet I didn’t have the courage to voice it first. I was
humbled by this vulnerability by the Chosen Power members.
This all sounds so academic. The truth is, I had
tremendous fun. We laughed a lot. We played a
lot! And yes there were some tears, but mostly
what I remember is Hang Chi’s sweet vulnerability,
Wing Kin’s playfulness, and Raymond’s quick
smile and leadership. Their love for each other
and for their friends. Their 100% readiness to
participate, stretch themselves, and try new
things. Their generosity of spirit and kindness to
one another. Those guys are awesome. I would
be in a class with them again in an instant! Just
give me the opportunity!
Character was the issue with these young men,
not ability. They taught me more than just a new
short form, or a new listening skill. I learned about
justice and equality for everyone, not in words but
in lifestyle. Now the question is, how does this
translate into the society that I live in? Yet my
eyes have been opened, which is a first step.
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supporter. The Team committed themselves to sharing their
learning experience when they return home.
A schedule of brushing up the Playback skills was drawn.
Members met weekly to consolidate their experience and
their collaboration with the supporters. Briefing to the parents
was necessary so that they could coach their sons on
independent daily living management.
Consultation with the Playback School in New York was
essential. One thing was to apply for financial subsidy. The
other was the justification of having supporters for the
learners with different learning needs. A 60% subsidy for
all learners was granted and the class could accommodate
3 supporters. Sharing with the workshop facilitator before
the sessions, on-site and after the course has been most
fruitful.

The Rocky Road of Diversity
For anyone who wants to trace our path, you are welcome
to step onto this rocky road of celebrating diversity and
appreciating differences. What we have ventured is a process
of being present and being visible. In order to realize a truly
inclusive society, people with different abilities actually can
learn together. From the industrialization of the society to
the professionalization of knowledge and skills, the specialized
educational systems and welfare services have segregated
people against one another. Ironically, governments have
had to redress this by investing a huge part of their revenue
to do integrated projects and public education for the general
public to be aware and understand the marginalized groups.
It is the vision and mission of the members of Chosen Power
to create a more diverse and inclusive interactive
environment. We challenge the traditional way of specialized
teaching and with our presence, we try to explore the different
dimensions of interactive learning space. We are in support
of the universal design way of facilitating and learning.
The three members surely have enjoyed the specialized
teaching and rehabilitation process for more than twenty
years. They are captive in the medical model way of looking
at development. They are supposed to learn to behave
according to social norms and do their best to learn how to
function like everyone else.
With the launch of the People First Movement in the seventies,
the Diversity Movement advocated by people with disabilities
in the eighties, and the Inclusion Movement in educational
professionals in the nineties, a strong call for paradigm shift
emerged: Individual characteristics and diversity in abilities
are valued, appreciated and celebrated. What makes a
person handicapped and not learn is a matter of the social
barriers and systems. This social notion of handicap gives
light for us to revisit our systems of learning and education,
our construction of buildings and the environment; and even
our political systems.
How can we instill inclusive and dynamic facilitation in
workshop sessions? How can we generate adaptations,
adjustments and accommodations to cater for all walks of
lives. It is not only the language nor the cultural diversity
issue. It is a call for rethinking of how we value an individual
and what is the meaning of group learning.
.26. INTERPLAY

The Presence of Outsider Insider
This is nothing new when compared to the more advanced
inclusive education system in the States, UK or in Northern
Europe. It is very common for learners with different learning
needs to have an individual supporter in class. It is even
granted and subsidized by the schools.
For the July trip to the New York School, we were in full
conviction of adopting the principles of Universal Design in
the learning journey. Thus the need for the supporter was a
key issue. A small group of learner- supporters was needed.
The supporter’s role and task is very dynamic and multiple.
From our experience, the one to one support is a must in
order to cater for individualized learning. The combination
of our team shows a classic model for supporting:
1. A supporter who is well-versed with Playback Theatre.
And from time to time, she can even side coach the learners.
2. A supporter having strong social work training and known
to the learners for more than 10 years. She helps attend to
everyday life crisis and stabilize the individual’s and the group’s
emotional ups and downs.
3. A male supporter for all of the male learners. This
provides a peer and role model for the team to identify with.
He is a friend to enrich the learners’ social needs.
Regardless of the facilitating approach in the sessions, the 3
supporters have the prime task to bridge and enhance this
inclusive learning. It is the role of the supporters, using the
principles of Universal Design, to decode the process to the
learners’ learning level.
But what is Universal Design? And what is its principle?
It was in the eighties when architects, product designers,
engineers and environmental design researchers collaborated
to establish a set of principles. When one is designing
products or environments, it has to be usable by all people,
to the greatest extent, without the need for adaptation or
specialized design. The principles include:
PRINCIPLE ONE: Equitable Use
It has to be useful and marketable to people with diverse
abilities
PRINCIPLE TWO: Flexibility in Use
It accommodates a wide range of individual preferences and
abilities.
PRINCIPLE THREE: Simple and Intuitive Use
It has to be easy to understand, regardless of the user’s
experience, knowledge, language skills or concentration level.
PRINCIPLE FOUR: Perceptible Information
Information is accessible in different means.
PRINCIPLE FIVE: Tolerance for Error
It has to provide fail safe features and warnings of hazards.
Errors are accepted.
PRINCIPLE SIX: Low Physical Effort
It can be adaptable to every physical condition with a
minimum of fatigue.

ݺཚඨאຍᒧ֧ΔڇנԫԳԫਚࠃᏣቸ᧯խ૿إኙऱࠟଡࠠ᧯റᄐᖙښംᠲΖร
ԫਢّ۴ᣂএΖݺଚᆖൄᄎኙࠡהԫԳԫਚࠃᏣิࢨٽᗑمՠנ܂ृ܂ൣፃ֘ᚨΔࢨ
ਢჍ݊Εਢᓎီࢨਢ֨ژᤁञΖػࣔݺຍࠄტ࠹ࠄڶழଢਢྤױᝩ܍ऱΖݺڕଚ୲ຍ
ࠄტ࠹ᥛΔ༉ਢܡᎁԱං೯৬مᖞ٤ԳऱࠌࡎΔٍױ౨ᖄીլሐᐚ۩ऱ࿇سΖ૿إ
ࠐᎅΔኙԫԳԫਚࠃᏣٵຜנ܂റᄐᖙښՂऱ۩೯༉ᚨᇠֆၲچղኙֱ༇ૹΖຍრ࠺
ထᅝڶٚ۶೯௫ࠡהԫԳԫਚࠃᏣቸ᧯Εױڇ౨ᄎᐙኙֱऱൣउՀΔᚨᅝवᄎኙ
ֱΔࢨਢᐛᇬኙֱრߠΖݺଚᚨᅝૹီࠡהቸ᧯ऱवᢝขᦞΖ
ਊറᄐᖙ૿ࠐښኙآ౨৬مᖞ٤ٻ৫ऱԫԳԫਚࠃᏣቸ᧯ਢךየਗᖏࢤऱΖڇຍጟൣ
उՀΔݺଚؘႊᤉᥛഒ۞աऱറᄐᖙښΔጣԺঅᥨ۞աቸ᧯ऱټᜢ֗ᔆΖ
࣍طԫԳԫਚࠃᏣ။ᝬڍٻց֏Δݺଚլ౨ཚඨޢԫଡᄅԫԳԫਚࠃᏣګຟࠠໂ
ᖞ٤ԳΖݺڼڂ৬ᤜ ڇIPTN ጻీᅝณհ്၀റᄐښঞΔઌॾຍᑌ౨ፖᏁृش
堚ཐऱਐ֧Ζ
່ૹऱΔլਢٚ۶ڶᣂᖙښऱ֮ٙΔۖਢᣂএ৬مΖᅝլٵऱ pt ቸ᧯چءڇᜰᙄٌੌ
ፋᄎழΔڼ࣍طऱᣂএאᥛ࿇୶Δറᄐښঞ༉ᄎ۞ྥچ৬مದࠐΖᅝݺଚڍक़
ழၴઌፋΔݺଚঁ౨յઌแᦫڼऱਚࠃΖᅝݺଚڍޓᎁᢝኙֱΔݺଚኙ࣍ٚ۶ംᠲຟ౨
࠰֨ٵԺچ༈ޣᇞެऱֱூΔޣאሒી٥ᢝΖݺଚऱ䪱ᄐᖙښ༉ݺڕଚڇՂऱؾᑑѧѧ
ڼৈچٽጐ֨ዝᢂԫଡޓՕऱਚࠃΖڼڂΔݺԼ։֭چࢤ։ࠆፋᄎΖ
ࠡڻΔݺऱᣂࣹਢڶᣂ߷ࠄ۞אᎁᢝԫԳԫਚࠃᏣऱᄅګΖאՀਢԫଡࠏΚԫټ
۔ஃፖԱ֚ࠟԫԳԫਚࠃᏣॣၸಝᒭհ৵Δঁඒ۞աऱᖂسΖᏣᖄஃᛧ൜৵ტ
լڜΔڂڔवሐຍ۔ټஃኙ࣍ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣऱᎁᢝࠀאߩآᨃڔ౨ڜ٤ۖຂٚچ
ᏆಝᒭΔڔᎁᇠ۔ټஃڶᐌ۩റᄐᖙښऱޣΖᖄஃլየຍ۔ټஃऱ।Δᎁڔլ
ࣔػ৬مԫଡڜ٤ऱԫԳԫਚࠃᏣߪٝࢬᏁנבऱழၴΖ
ኙ࣍ᇠ۔ټஃΔለუऱ۩೯ᚨᇠਢર֨چፖڔ৬مԫٝຑᢀΔڔࠌۖڂณᅪࣔॽΔດዬ
ࣔػᤉᥛ൷࠹ಝᒭऱૹࢤΖፖٵڼழΔݺᎁॣڇၸಝᒭݙছΔٻፖृ࿇ψറᄐ
ᖙښښঞω܂᎖ܗᇷறհԫΔآቫլਢԫଡړრߠΖຍښঞᚨᇠٻፖृܫᤞנ܂Κڇ
آ౨ךٝ༳༽ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣ૿ֱٺऱ֗؏ݾवᢝছΔڇኔᔌՂլࡵᖙհመ৺ΰڇԫԳԫ
ਚࠃᏣᖂೃࡴֱጻڶઌᣂᜢࣔΔᓮᔹψ۔ஃऱॾωαΖ
᜔ࠐᎅΔאڶݺՀࠟរ৬ᤜΚԫΗ ڇIPTN ጻփ٨נψറᄐᖙښښঞωᜢࣔΙԲΗڇ
ॣၸಝᒭՠܽ܂ऱᇷற݈խףԵॣᖂृऱᤞܫໂݱΖ
ԫԳԫਚࠃᏣထኔ᧯റᄐ壄壀ΔݺޣଚᖑݙڶᖞԳΖԫԳԫਚࠃᏣՈ
ඒᖄݺଚڶᣂᖞ٤ԳऱᖂΔਐݺقଚڕ۶ᝬޓٻޓભऱቼΖ



PRINCIPLE SEVEN: Size and Space for Approach and
Use
Provide appropriate size and space for different mobility and
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A Chosen Journey to Playback
by Emily FUNG Wai Ying

We appreciated seeing Sarah Urech’s interview with us in the last Interplay
issue, but regretted that the article was accompanied by Hudson River Playback
Theatre’s logo and not Community Playback Theatre’s. We’d sent graphics
which represented both our companies equally — important in an article about
respectful cooperation.
Thanks for all your work and we do understand that minor glitches like this can
happen—just wanted to set the record straight!
Judy Swallow and Jo Salas

Playback Theatre was first introduced to Hong Kong in 1996.
In 1997, a Playback training class was organized and there
were two participants with different learning needs (they
were of different intellectual abilities). One of the learners
was a member of Chosen Power. This class could be
regarded as the first mainstream playback training class in
Hong Kong. According to the member of Chosen Power, she
had difficulty in understanding the sessions, yet she was
afraid to ask. She was well accepted in the group but after
the sessions, no one ever contacted her and of course she
dared not to call anyone up.
In 1999, Arts with the Disabled Association Hong Kong (ADA)
organized an artist in residency training course: A Playback
Theatre Training with Community Touring. The course has
intended to be an inclusive one: learners could be of different
abilities as stated in the promotion leaflets. Six members of
Chosen Power registered in the course. They met eight
new friends from the community. At the end of the course
only five of the ‘new’ friends stayed for the community
touring. This marked the first integrated Playback Team in
Hong Kong and their performances were well received by
different communities.
After the touring, members enjoyed the experience very
much. They related and served the community as individuals.
They were no longer regarded as vulnerable groups in need
of the theatre groups or volunteers to serve and perform for
them. With this change of identity and role, though not
exclusively a Playback Theatre Troupe as such, they just
enjoyed doing playback whenever they feel like it. They
include playback as one of their forms of advocacy activities,
as well as doing short skits to different community groups
and peers, stage performances for sharing at international
and local conferences and very occasionally stage
performances with other Hong Kong Playback teams. They
are much honored to attend different Playback theatre training
courses as organized by ADA in these seven years. Their
learning has been mostly in a mixed and integrated setting.

Hudson River Playback Theatre, based two hours north of New York
City, is looking for one or more experienced playback theatre actors for
our busy company. Please visit www.hudsonriverplayback.org to learn
more about our company. Click Joining the Company for more
information about what we are looking for and what we offer. If you are
interested please email Jo Salas at jo.salas@earthlink.net

From 1997 to 2005, the local Hong Kong scene has had some
very interesting developments. Members of Chosen Power
have informally created an integrated learning platform for
playback learning and performance by being visible and
participating in the regular training sessions and
performances. They have created diverse ability learning
environments. And yet the facilitation was still in the very
traditional medical model of mainstreaming and teaching:
one has to fit in the facilitator’s way of teaching, the
curriculum and even the art form. The training is in no way
as inclusive and diverse as to carter for participants’ different
learning needs.

Realizing An Idea
In 2005 when Miss Michele CHUNG was conducting a
playback training session for new members of Chosen Power,
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she suggested that it would be a good learning for the
experienced team members to pursue their development at
the School of Playback Theatre in New York by attending
the ten-day Practice in Playback Theatre training.
When the idea was shared with the members, their questions
were:
“When?”
“I am not sure if I can take 2 weeks’ leave ?!”
“How much does it cost? I have to check my bank
account ...”
“Who will do the English translation for us?”
All members were delighted. The only thing they had to
work out was how to get a US Visa and check their bank
accounts. As long as there were supporters, members felt
sure that they could go anywhere and learn anything.
The parents wondered:
“How much? See if I can afford that!”
“Can they really benefit from the training?”
“Can my son understand?”
“Can my son mix with the fellow classmates?”
“Can they work with the other participants?”
“Will they slow down or even mess up the whole learning
process?”
“Will the other participants treat them fairly and equally?”
“Will the New York School accept their applications?!”
“Money is not a problem, how to ensure their learning?
“We cannot pay the supporters…”
Parents had practical logistical concerns. They also had
doubts in their sons’ ability. They did not want their children
to be a burden to others. Deep down in their heart, they
were more than willing to support this ‘crazy’ idea. Parents
silently cheering: what a delightful way to support their
children to take an alternative college course.
Friends’ responses:
“Are you serious?!”
“I wish I can go!”
“How are you going to fundraise for this trip?”
“Will the School support your registration, the members have
language and learning barriers?”
“Can I be the supporter? I will pay my share of fare.”
“So the members are going, so we will be classmates!”
From raising eye-brows to affirmation and exclamation, the
ability awareness journey for this July 2006 New York Playback
Practice tour was launched.

The Realization of Choice:
A team of 3 participants (Hang Chi, Wing Kin and Raymond)
and 3 supporters (Michele, Kelvin and Emily) to the Practice
Class was finalized by individual choice and committee
endorsement. The 3 participants chose their personal
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university, the other performers were feeling fine but the flu
had caught up with me. For several days before the show I
completely lost my voice. Again, it felt impossible to
reschedule, and so we went ahead, hoping for the best. We
arrived at the venue—a 10th floor conference room, the only
space our hosts could find after weeks of searching—and
found that we had to move massively heavy tables out of
the way, leaving us just barely enough room for the audience,
performers, and crew. The audience of first-year students,
in a class called “Social Justice and the Holocaust,” were shy
and hesitant to speak up. As the show went on they became
more engaged, telling stories about oppression both far away
and close at hand. The two professors were delighted, but
we weren’t sure how the show would look on film.
For our third show, a few weeks later, we tried to learn
from everything that had been challenging in the first two.
We were all in good health. We had what seemed to be an
ideal space. We had a mature and diverse audience. We all—
camera crew included—arrived hours before the show to
have ample time to warm up and set up. The show seemed
to go well, though it’s inescapably nerve-wracking to know
that everything you say and do is being recorded without
possibility of correction. We were quiet as we drove home,
worrying about what we’d been able to do, knowing we
wouldn’t have another chance.
When we watched the three uncut tapes it was clear that
the third show, at Crystal Run, was the one we had to use.
The tellers were open and courageous, their stories moving
and richly connected. We were disappointed to see that our
apparently ideal space had lighting anomalies which led to a
somewhat blurry image at times and made my freckles look
like chicken pox. But no room for vanity! We felt the
performance was adequate to the purpose—an example of
an experienced playback company in action, with plenty of
material for discussion in the commentaries.
By now we’d been working on this project, one way or
another, for about seven months. And the fun was just
beginning! For several more months we—mostly the
videographer and I, in consultation with Jonathan and various
key others—worked hard on putting together the footage
from the three cameras (one unmanned) to best represent
the elusive, magical playback theatre process. As anyone who’s
tried to film playback knows, the atmosphere that draws
everyone into its spell is generally lost in translation to the flat
screen. We wanted to depict it as best we could, by using
shots of audience responses superimposed on the action.
I watched the show so many times that I could have recited
our impromptu “script” by heart. I grew very fond of the
tellers and never got tired of their stories. I enjoyed the actors’
and musicians’ insight and skill, and sighed about the
performing and conducting moments that didn’t go so well.
I felt hopeful that the finished product would, indeed, offer
dimensions of information that had simply never been
available before.
We’d collectively decided that the DVD should include a
number of features including not one but two
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commentaries—one for newcomers, one for experienced
playbackers; a piece explaining different forms; information
about the School; and so on. We realized that it would also
be essential to include subtitles, so that the DVD would be
accessible not just to English speakers. But which languages?
And how on earth does one make subtitles?
Let me tell you—if you ever need to subtitle something,
hire a professional. We asked around and were assured that
we could do it ourselves. We tried and it almost killed us.
And after all that work—transcribing, translating (thanks to
our three heroic volunteer translators), making 800 jpeg files,
one for each translated phrase, timing them down to the
millisecond—we found that they simply weren’t good
enough, and we had to start from scratch with a professional
service.
Each of the other “special features” turned out to be
more complicated than we’d anticipated, including
considerations unique to our playback context. In the “Forms”
piece, which forms should we include? What about all the
great forms that we ourselves don’t know very well? Will
we disappoint or confuse people? Again, with unlimited time
and money we could have commissioned other companies
to send footage. But which companies? Which forms? In
the end we decided to include the basic original forms, plus
a few that we ourselves and some other groups find useful.
Angela Kozlakowski, the School’s operations manager,
took on the jobs of designing the cover and negotiating with
the company that would replicate the DVD. Meanwhile I
was in daily discussion with the DVD author in California
who built the master from our edited tapes. Our original
videographer, who’d been hired to do the whole project
including authoring to DVD, had jumped ship—she needed
to get back to her own film. I’d had to find another editor to
finish the editing, and to search for someone else to author
the DVD. It wasn’t easy. And, combined with our subtitle
adventure, it pushed us way over-budget.
There were points along the way when I wondered why
I’d ever thought we could handle such an ambitious
undertaking, and other times where I felt affirmed and
excited. One of those times was at the point when all the
editing was finished and the members of Hudson River PT
watched it together for the first time, with thumping hearts,
laughter, and tears. And then a full-dress awards ceremony
with specially-ordered chocolate Oscars. It was a sweet
moment.
This is an unfinished story. Time will tell how “Performing
Playback Theatre” serves playbackers, old and new.
Ultimately, with all the hard work, it was made with love.
Our hope is that many will find richness and inspiration in it,
and that it will bring our beloved theatre into arenas where it
will be welcomed and adopted.
More information about PERFORMING PLAYBACK
THEATRE is available at www.playbackschool.org.



A Dialogue with Jonathan Fox in Tempe Arizona
Towards the end of the 2005 International Playback Theatre
Symposium Nourishing Ideas Sustaining Communities, in Tempe,
Arizona, in February 2005 Jonathan Fox (US) spoke in a dialogue
with Fe Day (NZ), who was retiring from the Board of the
International Playback Theatre Network. An audience of around
60 people attended and sat at round tables in the main conference
meeting room. Their conversation ranged over topics which
included embodied ethical issues in Playback, some of which are
given here.
Fe Day

A good beginning
FD
JF
FD
JF

To start at the beginning – what does a Playback group have to do when they come into the space with the audience?
They have to make an entrance!
I’m interested because we’ve seen some quite extensive fluid sculptures being done by company members for each
other… I wonder whether this ends up seeming narcissistic and not open to the audience?
Well –it just depends …and I understand what you’re saying and I might not have the same quite the same perspective
as you do but my feeling is that what’s important at the beginning is for the company to show that this is an aesthetic
form; they also need to in some way stand there as themselves, you know that’s what we sometimes call the social
interactive element ( so usually the actors will introduce themselves as themselves - the tradition of saying something
about yourself – the extent to which that is authentic and spontaneous is very important); finally they need to have a
certain rhythm– that there be this sense of the ritual element of it – all those things need to be presented right at the
beginning. So it’s a balance.
I did make notes once on a company and exactly what they did in each second at the beginning and what I ended up
finding was that you could see in a good beginning an incredible bongo-board balancing act of all these different
elements – as if they might do something which was socially interactive but they’d quickly then do something that was
aesthetic or something that moved the ritual forward.

Asking for roles in stories
FD
JF

FD

JF
FD
JF

Another thing I’m observing is people not getting roles in stories… … conductors not asking for roles in stories … what
are your thoughts around that?
That reflects the evolution of the skills of the Playback actors. In the beginning we would tend to pick all the important
roles. But as we have evolved with Playback we realized that it could be enough to pick at least one, the teller’s actor
and sometimes…another significant role. But all the actors have responsibility for the whole story and if the actors have
the skill then they can be free to take on different roles as the story needs…it seems to work well, from my point of
view…
From my point of view one of the things I have felt is that – actors are such… creatures who bond with a role… and
somehow the roles of the ‘other’ are able to be represented with more depth when they’re given, and then an actor is
imbued and given the qualities of the person. Sometimes I’ve observed here that … significant roles of the ‘other’ in a
story being skated in and out of…
Thank you.
Well it can happen, I mean…
That’s a very valid point of view and it’s good to state that.

To have the courage to go there
FD

JF

I have other things… that I really wanted to ask you about, and one is about despair ...in my Playback lineage I was
brought up that if someone talks in a story about a death or about someone who’s died – they’re asking to see it. We live
in societies – certainly in New Zealand and the US – that are phobic about death, (it’s something that we don’t share
enough, the witnessing of death), so I was sort of brought up to have a very staunch relationship to this theme and the
more I’ve read about the influences on Playback the more I’ve come to see this as intrinsic to the form.
There’s a specific question there and that has to do with the portrayal of death on the stage. And I would agree with you
– although there’s no rule about it – there’s no rule about any of the aesthetic elements of Playback. But if somebody
mentions a death in their story – then chances are you want to portray that…and by not portraying it often we’re in some
way avoiding something that’s very important about the story that may have more to do with our own reluctance.
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FD
JF

I can give you a good example about this when I was in Eastern Africa, in Burundi, the country south of Rwanda that has
some of the same ethnic history; I was working with a group of Hutu and Tutsi actors. In the group – well we did four
performances and one of our people who was not acting told a story about the death, the death of his mother, and the
actors did it in a very brief fluid sculpture. The next day in the next performance he was there again, not acting, and he
told the same story again – and again, a different group of actors did it in a short form.
Now these were people who were learning Playback, but they were people who had all experienced traumas of their
own, and so it was very hard for them to fully embrace the death, and when we finally in the intimacy of our workshop,
with my holding, did the story a third time, the actors really did it fully and the teller was very satisfied.
So I guess I want to make a larger point, which is that for me it’s one of the richnesses and one of the whole purposes
of Playback to portray the pain of life as fully as the teller tells and wants to see it. And this is not always an easy task.
And there’s often a tendency for us to… what’s the word, make nice…
… the teller themselves may introduce this scene in an offhand way sometimes…
Absolutely. I’ll give you an example– but you would all have your own examples. And this is somebody who told a story
about her daughter who as a young child developed cancer…and she was ill and sick for a very long time and the story
was about a moment in the hospital where the mother was having to remove some bandages from her little girl – and
they were incredibly painful – and the daughter had already gone through months and months of one operation after
another. And even though she was very small in this moment the daughter was so despairing that she said to her
mother… “Please just let me die,”
The mother told this story in a context where we knew that the daughter had gotten through this – that the daughter was
recovering – a miraculous thing. It was impossible for the actors to do the story without bringing in the miraculous
recovery, because the story had a happy ending. But that’s not what she told, and after the enactment she said, “You
know you didn’t get it. What you didn’t was that as her mother I really didn’t know at the time what was right. I didn’t
know whether maybe it was the best thing to somehow let her die.”
So this is an example of when we as pt performers couldn’t do it…but our work in Playback is to have the courage to go
there. And it’s not an easy task.

Working towards a world where we’re sitting with Africa
JF

This is a shift - but on the subject of despair and our willingness to act out the truth, I want to say something about the
Africans who aren’t here. This is not about being on the Playback stage, but it relates to it. The question is, what’s the
story and to what extent are we willing to face this? And implied in that question is, what’s our responsibility and how
much of an effort do we care to make?
With the generosity of a number of people who have enabled us to carry out a mission of trying to make the access to
training as open as we can, we started to invite people from the developing world to come to Playback training – 100%
scholarships. …from our point of view we’re giving them this opportunity where they can go back to their country and be
a pioneer for Playback in their country. Yet we’ve had people come who don’t go home! They stay illegally in the US.
Their decision not to go home fulfils the fear of the visa authorities and puts us in an awkward position … and we worry
for them that they’re over-estimating this dream of finding wealth and happiness in the USA. But who are we to judge
what’s best for them and their families? So how do we proceed with this program, knowing that someone might not go
home? (long pause) Well there are lots of examples like this that when you have a commitment to …reach across the
bridge. It’s not smooth going.
I’m saying this because Africa’s been a theme of the conference. It’s easy for us first of all to ignore Africa, or think of
Africa as little more than poverty and disease. But then if we go beyond that we may have a sentimental attitude towards
Africa. This is not productive, either. At the School we put some of these efforts under the title of the “Libra Project,”
which connotes restoring a balance, or working towards a world where in fact we’re sitting with Africa and Africa is
sitting with us. As I said…it’s a long road.

Creating the context for Playback
Audience member Also I’m thinking about locally… just bringing Playback into neighbourhoods and villages and places that
wouldn’t have the assets and people might never come. You can see I’m talking of more than just a performance, but
rather actually of generating Playback through neighbourhoods…
JF
My comment about that is in the first 25 years our thinking was how to develop this method as fully as we could. In the
last five or six years what I’ve put a lot of my thinking toward is the kind of challenge you’re talking about. With many
projects 80% of the work might be before and after the show… creating the context – you know creating the programme
– going somewhere and making enough relationship so that you’re invited to do Playback or do a programme with
Playback. That takes organizing skills. It’s really where it’s at right now for many of us.
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Making a Playback Theatre Training DVD
Or,

Don’
ome
Don’tt TTrry This At HHome
Jo Salas
The idea grew from several
different things. One was the
specific and frequent request
from students, practitioners,
and educators for a whole
show on tape, as a learning
tool.
Another
was
our
observation that by now, with
playback rippling out so far
from its origins, some of the
fundamental aspects can get
lost on the way. People get
excited and sometimes start
doing it with only the haziest
idea of what playback theatre is.
And a third element was the experience in recent years of
watching feature films on DVD where you can click on a
director’s commentary about the not-so-visible processes of
the film.
We all thought—there’s a need, and there’s a way to do it,
and we can do it. Let’s do it! Yes, let’s! We had NO IDEA what
a monumental task it would prove to be.
Those of you who are in companies can probably imagine
the immediate challenge of filming a show that is going to
be fixed forever on film, in its entirety. We know that playback
shows are never perfect, but it’s easy enough to film a show
and find a few interesting and successful excerpts. But a whole
show? We were committed to showing the entire process,
so that viewers could see how the red threads grow and
interweave from everything that happens. Filming a complete
playback show is comparable to making a movie in one
extended take—something that’s virtually never done, and
certainly never without script or rehearsal. (The wonderful
film “Russian Ark” (about the Hermitage Museum), shot in
one continuous take, was rehearsed in every detail for four
years before the day of shooting!)
Then there was the question of aesthetic style. Some years
ago I started telling a playback variant of the old light bulb
joke: How many playbackers does it take to change a light
bulb? Answer: 46. Six to change it, 40 to watch and say
“Hmm. We don’t do it like that.” Every culture, every
company, has its own way of doing playback theatre. We
knew, making this film, that other experienced performers
might say “Hmm. We don’t do it like that.” But we hoped
that elements more fundamental than style would be relevant
and useful to everyone.

Ideally, we’d have filmed at
least ten shows in order to find
one in which every variable—
the audience, the stories, the
performance, the physical
space, the camera work—
would be just right. But that
would have required far more
money and time than we had.
So we decided to film three,
and choose whichever one
worked best for teaching
purposes.
Next we had to find three
audiences which would fulfill
a number of requirements. We had to know for sure they’d
show up (so we couldn’t use public shows with the uncertainty
of how many would come, or would come late); they had
to be legally able to give permission (which ruled out schools
and prisons); they had to embody at least some degree of
diversity. We offered a free show in exchange for being
allowed to film. Two university classes and a care facility
responded to our offer.
We had to raise a considerable amount of money, which
we—the School of Playback Theatre and Hudson River
Playback Theatre—did through donations and loans. People
were generous and enthusiastic, but it was still a major task,
and we didn’t raise nearly enough to pay for the actual time
we put in.
We lined up a videographer who’d had experience in the
very demanding task of capturing the playback process on
film. She in turn hired another cameraman and a boom
microphone operator.
Scheduling was a challenge—finding dates that worked
for each audience, each location, our performing teams, and
the camera crew. And when the first date came the fates
were against us: all of the performers except me were in
various stages of the flu, and one had a terrible black eye.
We decided to go ahead anyway. It had been so hard to
coordinate all the elements that we simply couldn’t reschedule.
This show was at Vassar College, with graduating seniors
completing a class on theatre and social change. We heard
stories of privileged young people witnessing prejudice and
racism. The professor, a young African-American woman,
told about visiting Harvard and wondering if she could ever
belong there.
By the time of the next show, held at the local state
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